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- PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.'
LARGE S.A.E.. 30o STAMPED FOR

* MANUAL ARM * STEEL CHASSIS * ELECTHONIC SPEED CON.
TFOI 33 & 45 * VABI PITCH CONTROL * HIGH TOHOUE SEHVO
DRIVEN DC MOTOR * THANSITSCBEWS * 12'DIE CAST PLANEH *
NEON STROBE * CALIBBATED BAL WEIG|iT t BEMOVABLE HEAD

SHELT * 
'' 

CAR]XIDGE FIXINGS * CUE LEVER * POWEB2O/240V
5O'6[)HZ * 39OX3O5MM * SUPPIIED WIIH MOUNTING CUT.OUT
TEMPLATE

PRTCE 859.99 + e3.50 P&P.

STANTON ALsOO GOLDRING G85O
PRICE E'16 99 + 50p p&p pBtCE e6 99 + soD p&p

Supplied ready buill and tested

Now enloy a woild'wde reputaton lor qualrty, rel ability and

pedormance at a realistic pnce Four models available 1o surt lhe neds ol the prolessronal and hobby market, e, lndustry

LeEurc, lnstrumerlal and HFF elc When comparing prices, NOTE all models rnclude Torodal power s!pply, lnlegral heat srnk,

Gla$ hbre P C B , and Drive ctrcuis lo rcwer compalible Vu meter Open and shon ctrcult pr@f

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USEHS

OMP100 Mk 11 Bi-Polar Outpul power 1 10 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 15Hz -
30KHz -3d8, T.H.D.0 01 %, S.N.R. - 1 1 8dB, Sens. for
[,1ax output 500mV at '10K, Size 355 x '1 15x65mm
PRICE t33.99 + 83.00 P&P.

NEW SERIES II MOS-FET MODULES

1 10 watts H.[,,l.S.
1Hz - 100KHz

w Bate 45V/uS,
ty 500mV, S.N.R.

PBTCE t39.99 + t3.00 P&P.

O Ou 0 watts F.N/I.S.in ncy Hz - tOOKHz
- tor Rate 50V/uS,
T.H.D..Typical 0.001 %, lnput Sensitivity 500mV, S N B
-130d8. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.
PRICE t62.99 + t3.50 P&P.

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts H lvl S
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz - '100KHz

-3d8, Damping Factor >300, Slew Hate 60V/uS,
T H D Typical 0 0008%, lnput Sensitivity 500mV,
S N B -130d8 Size 330 x 175 x 100mm
PRICE [79.99 + t4.50 P&P.

NOTE:- MOS.FET MoDULES ARE AVAIUBLE lN TWo VERSIoNS, STANDARD INPUT SENS 500mV BAND WIDTH 100KHz
PEC (PHOFESSIONAL EOUIPMENT COMPATABLE) - INPUT SENS, 77smv BAN0 WIDTH 50KHz 0HDEE STANoAFD 0B PEC

Vu METER Compatible with our lour amplifrers detailed above A very accurale visual
dlsplay employing 11 LE D diodes (7 green, 4 red) plus an addrtional oniott indicalor
Sophishcaledlogicconlrolcircuilsforveryfaslriseanddecaytlmes Toughmouldedplaslic
case, wilh tinted acrylic,ronl Size 84 x 27 x 45mm
PRICE C8.50 + 50p P&P

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFTERS
THREE MODELS:- MXF200 (1OOn' - '!'i'r,

MXF400 (200w * 200w) MXF600 (300ir - 3,i,3'*
All power ratings R M S nic : :--:

FEATURES:*lndependenlpowersupplieswilht\voTorooa=z's::-a-=r-i'.-::,--s.:rBolary
ndended leve conlro s t llluminaled on/off swilch r XLB connr:E i :-=ra: -:-; I -8,-: y :..- aod short

circuil proot * Latest Mos-Fets lor slress free rcwer del very ri. , 1-: , 1-r E ' -r]- jer as r Very low

distortion t Alum nium cases t [,{XF600 Fan Coo ed wth D C -aurJe-:.e' :r: --r-r -:::{.
USEO THE WORLO OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEIIAS. OISCOS E'Ii

SIZES:- MXF 200 W19"xH3%'(2U)rDl1
MxF 400 W19,'xH51/q" (3U)xD12
N/IXF 600 W19,,xHS1h" lzu)/O13

MXF200 El71 ,35
PRICES: MXF400 e2r8.85

MXF600 t322.00
SECUBICOR DELIVEHY t12 0O EACr

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS.OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH FRE-
OUENCY BULLETS AND HOHNS, LARGE S.A.E. (3OP
STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE L|ST.

8" t@ WATT C81q'GPM GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID,. DISCO,
RES, FREQ, 8OHz. FREO, RESP, TO 1 4KHz. SENS, 99d8. ... PRICE e29.30 + e2 00 P&P
1O'IOO WATT CIO1OOGP GUITAR, VOICE, OBGAN, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT IVID
RES,FREQ,ToHzFREO,RESP,TO6KHzSENS,I00dB PR|CEe35.58+e250P&P
1O'2OO WATT ClO2OOGP GUITAR, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID
RES,FREO,45Hz FREO,RESP,TOTKHZ SENS,l03dB PR|CEf4867+i250P&P
'IZ' IOO WATT Cl21OOGP HIGH POWER GEN, PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, DISCO
RES,FREO,45HzFBEO,BESP,TOTKHZSENS,gSdB PB|CEc37.59+e3.50P&P
'tz' 100 WATT cl2100TC TW|N CONE) H|GH POWER WIDE RESPONSE, P.A., VOICE, DISCO
RES,FREO,45Hz.FBEO,RESP,TO14KHz.SENS,100dB........................PR|CEE38.58+e3.50P&P
1Z'2OO WAIT CI22OOB HIGH POWEB BASS, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, P A
RES,FBEO,40HzFREO,RESP,TOTKHZSENS,I00dB PR|CEC6579+e350P&P
1Z'3OO WATT Cl23OOGP HIGH POWER BASS LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, ETC
BES, FREO, 45Hz FBEO, HESP, TO sKHz SENS, 1 00dB PRICE e87.51 + €3 50 P&P
15",IOO WATT Cl5,IOOBS BASS GUITAB, LOW FBEOUENCY, P A, DISCO
RES,FREO,40HzFREORESP,TO5KHzSENS,gSdB PR|CEl5505+e4.00P&P
15'2OO WATT Cl52OOBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS
RES,FREO,4OHzFREO,RESP,TO4KHzSENS,99dB PRICECTslO+E4.OOP&P
'I5'250 WATT C1525OBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS
RES,FREO,4OHzFREORESP,TO4KHZSENS,ggdB PR|CEe82.54+14.50P&P
.I5'4OO WATT C154OOBS VEBY HIGH POWER, LOW FREOUENCY BASS
RES,FREQ,40HzFREO,RESP,TO4KHZSENS,I02dB PR|CEe9647+8450P&P
18" 4OO WATT Cl84O4BS EXTBEMELY HIGH POWEB, LOW FREOUENCY BASS
RES,FREQ,2THzFREO,RESP,TO3KHzSENS,99dB PB|CEE17206+e5.00P&P

xcepl EB8-5A E EB10-50 whch ate dual mpedence lapped @ 4 & I ahn )
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED FOAM SURROUND

8" 50 WATT EB8-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI.FI, IN-CAR,
BES,FREO,40Hz FREO,BESP,TO7KHz.SENS,97dB........ .PR|CEE890+E2.O0p&p
1O' 50 WATT EBlO-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI-FI, IN.CAB,
RES, FBEO, 40H2. FREO, RESP, TO sKHz. SENS,99dB.. ..... pRtCE C1 2.OO + €2 SO p&p
1O'1OO WATT EBlO-1OO BASS, HI.FI. STUDIO
RES,FBEO,35HzFREO,BESP,TO3KHzSENS,96dB PR|CEe27.76+[3.50P&P
1Z'60 WATT EB1260 BASS, HI.FI, STUDIO
HES,FBEQ,2SHzFREO,BESP,TO3KHzSENS,92dB PR|CEe2l.OO+E3OOp&p,IZ' 

1OO WATT EB'I2-1OO BASS, STUDIO, HI-FI, EXCELLENT DISCO
RES,FBEO,26HzFHEO,RESP,TO3KHzSENS,93dB PR|CEe38.7s+e3.50P&P

FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, HOLLED SURROUND
57r',60 WATT EB5-60TC (TW|N CONE) Ht-Ft, MULTT-ARRAY DTSCO ETC
HES,FREQ,63Hz FREO,RESP,TO20KHz SENS,92dB PB|CEe9.99+el 50P&P
6%',60 WATT EB6-60TC (TW|N CONE) Ht-Ft, MULTT-ARRAY DTSCO ETC
RES,FBEO,38H2FREO,RESP,TO20KHzSENS,94dB PR|CEe1099+el50P&P
8',60 WATT EB&60TC (TW|N CONE) Hr-Fr, MULT|-ARRAY D|SCO ETC
RES,FREO,40HzFREQ,BESP,T918KHzSENS,89dB PR|CEe1299+e150P&P
1O',50 WATT EB10-50TC (TW|N CONE) Ht,Ft, MULTT,ARRAY D|SCO ETC
RES.FBEO,35HzFREO,RESP,TOI2KHzSENS,S6dB PRICECt6.49+E2.00P&P

THEVERY BESTIN OUAUTY A}O YA!.8

POWER BATINGS OUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACTi CAAITET

oMP 12-100 (1oOW 100d8) PRTCE e159 99 PEB PAIR

oMP 12-2OO (200W 102d8) PB|CE C2O9.99 PER PAIF

SECURICOB OEL.:- el2 00 PER PAIH

-,., C SUPERB HIGH

'O!''EB CAFI STEREO
3 CCSTEB AMPLIFIERS
i: - :-:--:,-41O|MS

::: - : ::- a: ,io4oBMS

--':-a - :_-,'::DANCES
- - ':-, a .:_-::.,stT vtTtES

] -_':=-t_ 
:'-:: \:srrRol

STEREO DISCO MIXEB wth 2 : ---: _ a -
_=:-:-::
---

-! cD
Moni-

tor Pan Pot L & B Mas:er C-r.l controls
Output 775mV Srze 36C / 2gC, gomm S!pply
220-240v.

Price ei34 99 - e4 00 P&P

PROVEN TRAilSMITTER OESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBBE
PFINTED CIBCUIT BOARD ANO HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIBCUIT AND INSTBUCTIONS

3W Flll IBAtlSllImR m.l08MHz, VAFICAP CoNTBoLLEo PFoFESS|oNAL PEF-
FoHMANCE, FANGE UP T0 3 MILES, SIZE 38 x l23mn SUPPLY t2V @ 0 sAMP

PRTCE fit,49 + fi.m P&P

Fll tlc80 TBANSilmEn (BUG) 100l08MHz VARICAP TUNED CoMPLETE WIH
VERY SENS FETMIC RANGE 100.300n SIZE 56 x 46mm, SI.IPPLY 9V BAn PnrcE

3 watt FM
Transmitter

!fiJi:ft[:ff,!.3d'# tli,,'i15,1,?31 ffi|VISA ACC



Crb scribefO ETt and
J Receive This Pocket
Magnifier With Built-in
Light Absolutely Free!

That's right, take out a subscription to ETI
for either yourself or as a gift for a fr"iend, and
not only will we make sure it's delivered to

Handy for reading the small print on
transistors and many other com ponents, the
magnifier can also be used for detecting
m inute shorts created by solder or f i ne wire on
printed circuit boards which could lead to
disaster.

The magnifier has hundreds of other uses
where close attention to detail is called for
such as in-car map reading at night where
localised light is required.

Just fill in the coupon below and send it to the
address given, with a cheque, money order or
credit card authorisation to cover the cost of the
subscription. We'!ldo the rest.

UK
EUROPE
MIDDLE EAST
FAR EAST
RESTOF THE WORLD

Airmoil Rotes on Request

819.20
824.10
f24.40
826.80
t25.85

Te4t-t il"ot 
"or"o/iti<r."6

This offer closes on Fridoy 7th
December ond is olso open to current
ETI subscribers who wish to renew or
exlend their curreni subscription but
must do so using the order form
provided.
Pleose ollo r delivery of
your gift. T receipt of gift
subscripiio ristmos,
orders MUST be received by ihe
closing dote.
*Overseos subscriptions include postoge.

I- ORDER FORN'I
: Pleasetick

In t woulO like to Subscribe to ETI and receive a free gift.
lfl I would like to send an ETI gift subscription and frei gilt.t-
I 
My Name: Recipient's Name:

; 

Address: Address:

Postcode:

! NewSubscriber ! Renewal

tssue.
payable to A.S.p. or debit my Acce.ss/Visa Account.

Valid from

;Signature:
I Heturn this order form and remittance to: The Subscriotion Mana_ger (ETU9), Argus Specialist publications,
lArgus House, BoundaryWay, Uemel HempsieiO, H"',ii, Hp'i-zsr
L___
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ADVERTISEMENT SALES
Advertisement Manager

Kaye Ellis
Advertisement Sales

Ben Adewole
Advertisement Copy Control

Marie Quilter

MANAGEMENT
Managing Director

Terry Pattisson
Circulation & Promotions Manager

Debra Stupple
Production Manager

Tony Dowdeswell
Group Editor
Mark Webb

News

News frcm the
States

ASP Reader
Offer

60

t3
Blueprint

Subscriptions

Tech Tips

Read/Write Photocopies

PCB Service Glassified Ads

PGB Foil
Patterns

t4 6l

77 64
Gourses

3
34 65

Ad lndex

6 50 Next Month

66

66ET! Panel
Ehgraving
Service last Month

50 66
4

tssN
0142-7229

Member of the
Audit Bureau

of Circulation

Press

a Subrription rates - UK: fl9 20. Europe: {24.10.
Middle Ert: f24 40. Far Eru {26 80 Rest: {25 85 or
us$45.00.

Argus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST
Tel: (0442) 66551 Fax: (0442) 66998

Booklook
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An intrcduction
to Recording
Studio Design
If you have ever wanted to
know how to build or just what
is required in order to design a
recording studio, then this
article is for you. James Roberts
reports.

37

Serial or Parallel
loudspeakers
Our US correspondent,
Ronald Wagner presents the
second part of his article on
Electrostatic Loudspeaker
Design.

HDTV
A working HDTV system has
been in e><istence for some time
in Japan. James fucher reports
on how the Japanese tech-
nology is progressing in the
land of the rising sun and their
hopes for a future world
standard.

t6
lnfra lock
Build this remote-controlled
electrical security system. Dom
Banham unlocksthe secrets in
the first of a series of related
projects.

22
Autocue
A digital Countdown facility to
give you perfectly timed
speeches, be it in running a
disco, a radio show or giving a
lecture. An M Lawson
construction.

Music Tech Tips
Robert Penfold presents a series
of circuits to add another
dimension to your musical
output.

5r

Four Track
Gassette
Recorder
If you cannot afford to buy a
four channel cassqtte recorder,
why nottry and build one. Tom
Scarff constructs this multi-
tracking machine.

Page29

29

o\ulctlmltlml
I
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Acoustic
Radar -
The Listening
Post
frealise the title is somewhat
Inonsensical but it conveys the
significance of what follows in the
fewest of words

In the middle 1930s, one of
my projects was testing an under-
ground explosive store in South
Wales. On one site visit, the
research officer attached, over a

cup of tea, related a little of a

former research exploit. It
appeared that a very massive

curved wall had been built, con-
cave in shape for the purpose of
concentrating the sound of
approaching aircraft. This was
picked up by a series of micro-
phones placed at the focus area.
I was told this had been located at
Dungeness, Kent, ai an isolated
spot well away from noise of any
kind and facing the sea. To reduce
possible noise from the waves, a

short wall was built seawards
behind which the microphones
were placed. Tiials were mainly
conducted at night and in day-
time the localroad and railtraffic
was stopped. Clouds affected the
results appreciably due to reflec-
tion Various types of listening
apparatus was used, some of

which could face inland, and an
interesting feature was that the
roar of London traffic was easily
discerned, especially with the
help of cloud cover. starting uP
roughly at 4 am.

It will be remembered that the
Radio Direction Finding systems
at Bawdsley had proved them-
selves in 1935. This was fortunate
for the result of the trials at

Dungeness were rather limited,
and they were therefore termin-
ated.

I had forgotten this episode
until, some time a{ter retiring to
Sussex, I heard that there were
some strange constructions at

Greatstone, not far from New
Romney on the Dungeness
peninsula With a little difficulty,
I located the site. for few people
knew about this strange activity at
the time, and even fewer know
about it today. I was then able to
view the reality of what I had
heard about fifty years earlier in
South Wales ln addition to the
large wall, there are a few giant
'saucers' still with the remains of
the microphones supports rusting
away, and the whole is slowly
falling into the adjoining gravel
pits. The attached photo gives a

general idea of the enormous
'strip mirrorl the size and shape of

which can be judged by the stand-
ing figure. Anyone interested can
find it half a mile west of the
Maddieson Camp Station on the
Romney, Hythe & Dymchurch
Light Railway. There is a tedious
scramble over loose gravel on the
Iast lap A few, but not many, of
the locals know of it as 'The
Listening Postl There were other
'ears' around the south coast of
England but none which match
the size of the Greatstone edifice

W. Harms, Bexhill,
East Sussex.

Amplifier Parts Going Critical
egarding the letter from Mr
Graham Nalty in the Sep-

tember issue of ETl.
What can I say? My name

is now talked about on street
corners, in Glasgow, and in
hushed wispers.

Yes the wire I used is PVC
covered, being also silver Plated
and ex-BT equipment wire but
the Iunny thing is my amPlifier
doesn't sound disastrous to me
and thats using Stax-Lambda
loudspeakers and as Mr NaltY will
no doubt tell you, are pretty nit-
picking devices. Some hi-fi nuts
prefer stranded cable.. oPening
the door to the argument that
one man's meat is another man's
poison. Even the golden ears of
the Hi-Fi magazine writers differ

from each other in their judge-
ment of equipment.

From cartidge to headphones
there are no switches in my
amplifier, also no source resistors,

no output resistors nor output
inductances just larger power, but
same specification transistors and
FEG (heat effects on solid-state
devices).

I have also tuned the amplifier
to the Stax headphones via my
trusty but old wide-band oscillo-
scope.

As a certain hi-fi manufacturer
of high quality amplifier modules
will point out, emitter or source
resistors, inductances and the
like, cause appreciable distortion
when under current load, so if I
can live with the effects of PVC

wiring, silver-plated or not, Mr
Nalty can surely live with the
effects of resistors and coils
heating up and cooling down

D Lucas
Glasgow.

f have read Mr. Graham Nalty's
Il"tt", in your September issue,
in which he offers components
which he claims will 'improve the
sound. quality' of my Audio
Design' power amplifier.

I appreciate that Mr Nalty
makes his livlng by selling elec-
tronic components, and I wel-
come the fact that there are
people who engage in this acti-
vity. However, as the designer o{
the circuit in question, I am not

very happy at his implied sugges-
tion that the sound quality of my
amplifier is less good than it could
or should be.

As most people who have
tried their hands at audio ampli-
fier design would agree, this is not
a simple job to do well, since it
involves the fairly careful ba[-
ancing of component types and
values, circuit design, and system
layout. The nearer one gets to
getting this balance right, the
better the amplifier will perform.

The 'sound quality' of any
audio design is the outcome of
the skitl of, and choice of para-
meters made by, the individual
designer. The effect of this is that
any one designer's products are
likely to have a family resem-

ETI NOVEMBER I99O6
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blance to one another - with one
hopes, the more recent being just
a little nearer to perfection that the
earlier ones.

Part of the task of the
conscientious amplifier circuit
designer is to try to make his
design fairly tolerant of LS load
impedances and the precision
of circuit component types or
values, since these will vary
anyway. However, complete lay-
out, is impossible to achieve, and
one must be careful about some
aspects of the design.

In the present case, Hart Elec-
tronics have accepted all my re-
commendations for component
types, and have followed my
suggestions on layout, in all cases
where this is critical. A practical
testimonial to the success of this
collaboration is the delighted
response of so many people who
have built the Hart kit.

Unfortunately, there is no way
by which the 'sound' of an ampli-
fier, or any other piece of audio
gear, can be either measured or
specified, and this has opened the
doorto salesmen who claim won-
derful improvements in 'sound
quality' for a host of - usually
very expensive gadgets and
accessories in the 'hi-fi'Iield.

Since the sellers of these
gadgets usually stop short at
urging their customers to take a
soldering iron to the insides of
their gear, the activities of the
'add-on' specialists are usually no

Iess benign than the vendors of
'go-faster' stripes for ones Ford
Capri who do at least stop short
of claiming an actual increase in
speed or MPG, for fear of the
Trades Descriptions Act.

However, in the case of audio
amplifiers, one can never be quite
so sure that component changes
will have no effect on the circuit
performance, and if they do alter
the performance at all, one would
need to do a series of fairly careful
instrumental measurements to
make sure that it was not wors-
ened by the change. Then, if
there was no apparent worsening
of the performance, one would
need to do some further, equally
careful, listening trials to confirm
that all was still well - since the
ear can sometimes pick up small
changes which one might have
overlooked in ones measure-
ments.

John Linsley Hood
Taunton, Somerset

f feel I ought to make a few
lpoints concerning Graham
Nalty's letter (Power Amplifier
Parts) in the September issue of
ETI.

If, as it appears, Mr Nalty is
writing on behalf of his business
is drawing attention to the pro-
ducts and services that this bus-
iness provides, it is surely more
appropriate to do this through
the advertisement pages than

through Read/Write. I appreciate
too that Mr Nalty earns his living
by selling the components re-
ferred to in the letter, but I have to
disagree with his statement that
the use of ordinary components,
cables etc makes an amplifier
sound Uisastrous'. Over the past
few years I have designed and
built many amplifiers, both for
hi-fi and sound reinforcement
(PA) purposes. These have all
been either built for, or demon-
strated to, several friends who
appreciate high-quality sound,
and whose judgement I am in-
clined to trust. and have all been
claimed to be entirely satisfactory.
Yet these same amplifiers all used
normal industrial grade compon-
ents and PVC - insulated cables
of varying size and construction.
I would suggest that if the insula-
tion IS removed as per recom-
mendation, the resulting lan-
guage when a short-circuit clob-
bers about fifty quid's worth of
transistors may indeed sound
disastrous!! Obviously it is sensible
to use good quality components
rather than those out of the junk
box, and there are one or two
places where something a little
out of the ordinary is called for.
Firstly I would agree with John
Linsley Hood about choice of
capacitors (due to the problem of
dielectric loss and absorption).
Secondly, screened cable tends to
be very variable in quality and
here it pays to use the best you
can obtain. Although all com-

ponents have parasitic imped-
ances associated with them due
to their method of construction,
in any well-designed circuit these
will not have any significant effect
except at very high (radio) fre-
quencies, so it should not be
necessary to use ultra-expensive
exotic components.

Dom Banham
Redbourn, Hertfordshire.

f have read both the letter pub-
Ilished in your September Issue
and the tomponent note'from
Mr Nalty, regarding the Hart kit
for the John Linsley Hood Audio
Design Power Amplifier. It is such
a pity that we did not have the
benefit of these words of wisdom
before John or ourselves started
any work on the design of this
amplifier. Certainly we did not
realise that all the careful opti-
misation of the printed circuit
boards, component specifications
and chassis layout was all totally
unnecessary. All those hundreds
of hours work for nothing, why
didn't someone tell us?

Too late we learn that all we
needed to do was strip the insula-
tion off all the connecting wires,
replace all our 1% metal film
resistors with Mr Nalty's 1% metal
film resistors at 40p each and the
amplifier would sound
marvellous!.

Or is someone pulling our leg?
A.H.Milligan

Hart Electronic Kits Ltd.
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The Inventions Researches and
Writings of Nikola Tbsla by Thomas
Commerford Martin
ISBN 0 917974 90 2 Published by Lindsay
Publications lnc. 496 pages, Price f 10.95.

This is one of many Lindsay Publications marketed
in the UK by Camden Miniature Steam Services It
is a facsimile reprint of material from The Electrical
Engineer of New York for 1894.

A great many years ago when I was in short pants,
radio was wireless and TV box-watching hadn't been
thought of, the Junior section of the Jocal library was
in great demand. In addition to the usual Bulldog
Drummonds, Sherlock Holmes and the adventure
stories of Henty there were many good books on
technical subjects; it was here that I first came across
&sla. Faraday, Swan, Edison, L-odge and so on were
names well chosen to those customers of the library
who had any interest in electrical matters, but the
name Tesla was a strange one which appeared only
in a book about the Tesla coil, with an account oI the
seemingly magical things it could do.

Even now, few people seem to know much about
Tesla even though the currently fashionable name for
the unit of magnetic flux density is the Tesla (one
Weber per square metre). Yet it was Tesla who in the
1880s invented the all-important polyphase a.c.
systems. He started with two-phase with 90 degree
phase shift between two phases and went on to three-
phase and to polyphase systems He produced
designs for generators and for motors working on
these power systems. He invented the single-phase
squirrel-cage motor using a capacitor (then called a

condenser) to feed the second winding and also the
repulsion or hysteresis motor, all of which are currently
in widespread use.

In those days electricity distribution was just
beginning and there was a great deal of debate about
the relative merits of DC and AC, so it is surprising
that Tesla's name is not more widely known since it
was he who laid the foundations {or the success of
alternating current. A clue to this may be found in this
book, which covers comprehensively his work on
polyphase sys and on high voltage
high frequenc ena. Part 1, running
to over 100 pages, is an account by the author of
Tesla's work up to 1892 in the field of polyphase
currents and it is an eye-opener.

The original diagrams are reproduced and there
is a lot that can be learned here.Part2, running to 277
pages, deals with the high voltage stuff and most of
it comprises verbatim the texts of lectures given by

Tesla to the American IEE in New York, May 1891,
to the British IEE in London, February 1892 and to
the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, March 1893.
Again the text is accompanied by the original pictures.

Reading all this material dating from days when
the only method of generating high frequency
currents (above about 20kHz) was by spark or arc fed
by an induction coil, the spark in turn being used to
excite the primary of a Tesla coil and looking at from
the viewpoint of modern AC theory, high frequency
and microwave technology, the depth of his insight
is astonishing. But the real surprise is that he should
have devoted so much ef{ort to promoting high
voltage high frequency power as the ideal source of
illumination via electrodes or single-electrode light
tubes, It may be that his emphasis on this part of his
work overshadowed the significance of polyphase
power at the time. even though it was never within
sight of becoming a practical proposition.

Part 3, Miscellaneous Inventions and Writings,
covers methods of obtaining DC from AC (the rectifier
had yet to be invented). oil dielectric capacitors, the
seltregulating third-brush DC dynamo, thermo
magnetic motors and unipolar generators, all in his
own words. Part 4 is a short Appendix covering early
polyphase motors exhibited by Tesla at Chicago
World's Fair in 1893 and a lecture he gave at the Fair
on electrical and mechanical oscillators.

For any student of the history of electrical
engineering this is strong)y recommended reading.
But apart from the solid information and the glimpses
of the current thought in the electrical world towards
the end of the last century, the manner in which the
English language is used is also worthy of a note. It
should give many of us cause to pay more attention
to our own literary efforts And when we remember
that Tesla was born in Eastern Europe and was already
in his twenties when he emigrated to USA the
per{ection of his English is truly remarkable.

Herbert Btckley

Tbsla Coil Secrefs by R. A. Ford
ISBN 0 917914 31 7 Published by Lindsay Pub-
lications lnc 74 pages, Price f4.70. Available in the
U.K. from Camden Miniature Steam Services.

This book is in effect a collection of short articles
from various sources on the construction of Tesla coils
and ancillary apparatus. Some of the articles are quite
old and use the terminology of their day, but there is
no difficulty in understanding them.

On a quick inspection one might tend to be put off
because ofthe differing sizes and styles ofthe type -indeed some of the sections are reproduced directly
from transcript. But it is all perfectly readable and what
matters is the substance rather than the form.

The book gives plenty of practical information, but
does not go much into the underlying phenomena
though readers who are familiar with radio circuitry
will recognise what goes on in a Tesla coil. Not
surprisingly, the author and publishers disclaim
responsibility for any damage to persons or property
which may result from the construction or use of any
of the projects described in the book - just as well
since one diagram shows a 5,000,000 volt generator.

It should be pointed out that much of the material
in the book dates from the days when the most
common type of shipborne radio transmitter was a
spark set and broadcasting had not begun. Operation
of even a small Tesla coil, unless inside an effective
screen, would nowadays upset neighbouring radio
listeners and TV viewers and could interfere with vital

Herbert Bickley
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CCTV system, the C-Vision
CV-654, giving a wider and
deeper field of view. The safety
conscious mobile system elim-
inates the problems caused by
blind spots at the rear or side of
vehicles and enables drivers to
safely and accurately manoeuvre
their vehicles.

CV-654 comprises a wide
angled CCD camera and 6in
monochrome monitor. The
camera is positioned on the rear
or side of the vehicle, or both,
depending on the application,
and with its focal length of
2.5mm, itprovides an improved
and extensive field of view, com-
pared to competitive designs,
from directly below the camera
to 15m horizontally away. The
monitor conveniently sits on the

dashboard in the cab and pro-
vides a quality picture of 420 lines
resolution horizontally and 350
lines resolution vertically.

The C-Vision system operates
from 12 or 24Y , negative earth,
DC supplies and consumes 16W
in operation from a 24V supply
and 1.5W on standby. It provides
an instant picture on switch-on
and operates over a temperature
range of - 15o to 50oC as stan-
dard. A cold region option is also
available enabling operation in
temperatures down to - 30oC.

The system provides an effec-
tive field of view of 110" hori-
zontally and 85o vertically, inlight
levels ranging from 5 to 100,000
lux. The scanning system is 2:1
interlaced.

The compact camera mea-
sures 158 x 109 x 117mm fully
assembled and mounted, and it
weighs 1.5k9.

The system is operated by
the driver from the cab, and
applications range from single
operator refuse collection veh-
icles, to quarrying and construc-

tion vehicles.
Optional equipment includes

a washing system to clean the
camera lens and a bullet-proof,
polycarbonate cover which is said
to be ideal for quarrying and
mining applications. The CV-654
camera can also be supplied with
a motorised, protective shutter
which is activated at switch-on.

For f urther information, please
contact either David Selman or
Christine Warren at Mitsubishi
Electric UK Ltd, Telephone:
0707-276tOO.

f he latest series of power FETs
t and GaAs military microwave

ICs are now available from
Mitsubishl Electric UK Ltd.

The MGF0900A series com-
prises five power FETs with out-
puts ranging from 30mW to
10W. The high gain, high effi-
ciency devices are primarily for
use in the 500MHz to 3GHz band
and they are available for com-
mercial as well as screened for
military applications.

The power FETs incorporates
an N channel Schottky gate
design and are intended primarily
for UHFto Lband amplifier appli-
cations. Operation of all devices
in the series is rated at Class A,
providing high output power and
gain, together with high power
added efficiency. The devices are
hermetically sealed in metal cer-
amic packages and measure 17.5
by 6.35mm main body width,
and stand 4.5mm high.

Within the range, MGF0906A
and MGF0907A, provide typical
high output power ratings of
37dBm and 40dBm respectively
at2.3GHz. Respective high out-
put gains are typically 11 and
10d8, and quoted high power
added efficiency ratings are tlrpic-
ally 40% and 37 % respectively.

The MGFTOXX series of
GaAs military microwave ICs are
for surface mounted applications.
These ICs are ideal for UHF
band, low noise amplifier applica-
tions.

Between 0.2 to 1.8GHz, the
MGF7011 exhibits a typical gain
of 15dB and noise figure of
3.5dB. The device is biased from
a 4V DC supply with a drain
operating current of 20mA. The
total power dissipation is quoted
at 300mW.

Contact Paul Springate. Tel:
0707-276100.
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tFhe world's fasiest lMbit
I egPnou is being launched

by Seeq Technology. The 120ns
maximum access time, 28C010
is in volume production, and is

available for military and ex-
tended temperature range appli-
cations. The electrically erasable
programmable read only memory
has an active and standby current
of lMbit EEPROM of 80mA and
350uA respectively.

The devices have applications
in program memory and data
storage, including flight data
recorders, radar and military
control systems. Designers can

replace SRAMs on their designs
with the 28C010 from SEEQ,
cutting out cost and space re-
quirements, as well as the reli-
ability problems of battery backed
systems.

Features of the EEPROM in-
clude an extended chip select
facility which eliminates the x 4
decoder required for multi-part
system applications. A reverse
bias generator provides improved
latch-up protection as well as
protection from voltage drops
and surges. Software write pro-
tection, incorporating a disable
option is also provided, together

with ialse write and erase protec-
tion.

Differential sensing on the
28C010 is similar to that of
SRAM devices to improve read
access time and noise immunity,
speeding up memory data signals
improving reliability. Double
layer metallisation reduces word
line delays and access times.
The 1pm channel length reduces
internal gate delays.

The lMbit, 1.20ns 28C020
EEPROMS are available now
and cost around f380 and €600
each in quantities of 100 for the
commercial temperature range
and MIL-STD-883C devices
respectively.

Further information from
Debbie Foot. Tel : 0793 694999 .

A n imoortant studv of the
lapnysiologlcal effects of stress
has been undertaken thiough a

series of clinical trials recently
performed in the Sahara Desert,
using a V-Store instrumentation
recorder manufactured by Racal
Recorders Limited.

The tests, which took place
using off-road vehicles in the
south of Tunisia, were canied out
by a team from the University o{
Pavia Neuropathological Clinic
in Italy. The objective was to
monitor the effects of the gruel-
ling conditions to which the cross-
country drivers and navigators
were subjected.

Medical transducers were
used to continuously measure
heartbeat and blood pressure for
eight hours a day. Every two
hours during rest periods, these
measurements were recorded,

together with tests taken to assess
brain alertness and muscular
tension in the jaw. All of the
data collected was logged on a

V-Store recorder, mounted in
the back of the four-wheel-drive
vehicle throughout the trials, for
subsequent laboratory analysis

The V-Store is already in
worldwide use in a wide range of
portable and laboratory applica-
tions, from medical and auto-
motive to military and indus-
trial research. Lightweight and
rugged, the V-Store is a compact
recorder and provides up to 24
channels in one unit.

Using an AC,/DC power
supply and standard VHS tapes,
the V-Store is able to record
signals from all types of sensors
with electrical output from DC to
100kHz

f,ieldtech. has recently intro-
I -duced 

the PS300 series of
high voltage power supplies.

Manufactured by Stanford
Research Systems lnc the PS300
series provides GPIB program-
mable high voltage for laboratory
and ATE applications. The three
2Swatt models cover a range of
output voltages to 5kV and cur-
rents to 40mA

These power supplies willpro-
vide more than their rated current
at reduced output voltages. For
example the PS325 has a maxi-
mum output current of 10mA at
full voltage (2500V) , but can
supply 20mA al r/z fall voltage
(r250)

Microprocessor controL has
made it possible to incorporate a
wide range of protection features.

10

In addition to being arc and short
circuit protected, these supplies
have separate programmable
hard and soft current limits,
Allowing the supply to act as a
constant current source or as a

circuit breaker.
Two displays show output

voltage and current A third dis-
play shows the parameter being
adjusted. For manual use there
are both numeric and cursor
entry. The GPIB interface allows
program access and control of all
instrument functions.

Reader enquiries to Mr
Graham Holden, Fieldtech
Heathrow Limited, Huntavia
House, 420 Bath Road, Long-
ford, West Drayton, Middlesex
UB7 OLL.
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he newest addition to the
Navico range of instruments

for sail or power vessels is the
DC20O / DC?OOP f luxgate com-
pass. The weatherproof display

head shows digital and analogue
steering information and doubles
as an on-deck repeater for Decca,
Loran or GPS readings.

The heart of the unit is the
weatherproof heading sender, a
fluxgate so light and small in its
gimbles that accurate average
readings can be obtained in less
than a second. Different averag-

ing periods can be selected and
the readings are updated every
second.

The display meter powerboat
version is designed for recessed,
flush panel mounting; the sailing
version stands proud of a bulk-
head and contains an extra'tack'
function. There are 4 display
modes. If a repeater is used, dif-

ferent modes can be displayed
simultaneously.
O In compass mode, the display
can be changed to a Trim func-
tion showing intended course
and a bargraph analogue indica-
tion of angle off-course. The
DC200 compass for sail also
offers a tack function allowing the
optimum port and starboard tack
courses to be memorised; arrows
will indicate whether to head
closer into the wind, or ease off
to maintain the memorised tack
angle.
o Nav Repeater and Nav Cal
mode. When a radio navigation
receler is connected, a display
mode can be instantly selected
showing cross-track error and
range to waypoint.
o Lastly the Rate-of-Turn mode
resolves the turning rate to 0 1

degree per second. This is useful
is judging tack rate and for large
vessels manoeuvring in confined
waters.

panasonic Industrial are intro-
I ducing what is believed to be
the first molded SMT SIP resistor
network in the world. The min-
iature EXB H Series surface
mounted resistor networks will
greatly improve production times
since multiple networks can be
placed in a single operation.

The EXB H Series resistor
networks offer a compact, high
density, low profile package
2.54mm high when mounted,
with a l.27mm pin pitch, this
gives a 70Vo space saving when
compared to SO package resis-
tors and a 30% space saving
compared with discrete chip
resistors. Designed for easy
handling, the new resistor net-
works are available in 16 or
24mm embossed tape for use
with automated high speed chip

placers.
The networks offer a choice oi

5, 6,7,8, 9 or 10 pin SIP con-
figuration and are available in a

bussed circuit, isolated circuit
or line terminator format with
+ / -5% (J) resistance tolerance.
The resistance range on E-6

Series is 22Rto \M with a rated
power of l/16 W in a bussed
circuit and 1/ 10 W in an isolated
circuit.

fJ itachi Denshi has announced
I Itwo further developmentsto
its KP-C500 range of single CCD
colour cameras.

The KP-C506 and KP-C507
incorporate 'S/VHS', the new
evolution. of signal processing.
which produces a significant
improvement in picture resolu-
tion. By obtaining separateY /C
(luminance/chrominance) out-
put signals and recombing them,
the sub-carrier component of the
chrominance signal cannot inter-
fere with the response character-

istic of the luminance signal.
Since there is no deterioration of
the fine picture pattern higher
resolution is obtained

When the cameras are used
with a'Super VHS VTR, which
also has Y/C separation input
channels, a very high quality
picture can be recorded and
played back. The new 506 and
507 cameras are expected to find
a range of uses in inspection,
training. and in optical or micro-
scope-orientated applications in
the medical field.
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QDS/Matsushita has intro-
\Jduced a range of long-dis-
tance, surface reflection photo-
electric switches which are suit-
able both for positioning and
detection of static or moving
objects.

Using optical triangulation
characteristics of the triple beam
detection principle, the new MR3
range will detect medium to large
objects, at distances of up to 2m.

These switches can be used in
personnel detection, automatic

warehousin g, conveyor systems,
door controls, large product as-
sembly lines, packaging equip-
ment and woodworking mach-
ln ery.

Both AC and,/or DC power
types are available, the self-con-
tained AC,/DC range operating
on 24 to 240 VAC nominal or
240 to 72 VDC nominal, whilst
the DC range operates on 24 to
l2Vdc. The MR3'T'type has a
built-in timer function to prevent
detection eirors and to make it
easier to send a high speed signal

- for instance through a PC.
All the switches in the MR3

range will accurately detect
objects across a wide range of
colours, materials and shapes
including object with mixed
colours. The M100 group has a
distance sensing range of 0.2 to
1.0m, and the M200 group a
range of 0.5 to 2.0m. These
reflective type sensors are not
susceptible to 'false detection',
caused by movements beyond
the set detection range.

I s timers accumulate more
fl6nfl mels functions, they can
become unneccessarily compli-
cated to use. This problem has
been addressed by SDS/Matsu-
shita with the development of a
universal timer with an easy-to-

:1,1fio".0 
programming mech-

Suitable for many timing
applications th e'LT48' is capable
of accepting a wide control volt-
age, from 24V to 240V DC or
AC, 50 or 60H2, and can even
be used on applications which
experience widely fluctuating
voltage.

Regulated by an accurate
microcomputerised quartz oscil-
lator which provides 11 timing
ranges extending from 0.001sec
to 9999h, in either decimal or
sexadecimal modes, and a timing
accuracy of + /-0.O5 sec, the
unit is available with either a relay
output (5A, 250VAC resistive,
1NO + 1NC contact) , or with a
transistor output for up to 10
million switching operations.

It also has an inbuilt battery
to ensure against power failure

for up to 7 years. Even during
a power cut the unit remains
fully operational, and allows its
set value and operation to be
changed.

The front panel contools input,
output, operating function and
timing range on a standard 48 x
48mm housing sealed to IP65,
and suitable for plant and factory
floors.

The LT48 universal timer
typically costs below 160 for small
quantity orders.

BUILD YOUR OWN FILM-NET DECODER
& LTDY SIGNAL

ANALYSER FOR ASTRA SATELLITE TRANSPONDER No. 11.
THIS EXCITING PROJECT INCLUDES:
* FILM-NET MAIN DECORDER P.C.B.
* VIDEO PROCESSING VIDEO P.C.B.
* PARTSLIST
* WORKING THEORY AND DETAILED TEST PROCEDURE
* HQ P.C.B. THROUGH PLATED SOLDER RESIST, DOUBLE SIDED COMP IDENT* DIMENSIONS MAIN P.C.B. 25OMM X 125MM, VIDEO P.C.B. llOMM X I25MM

ONLY f34.99 + P&P powER suppl,y ExrRA r7.es, t2y I AMp REGULATED.
coNTAClr CITY SATELLTTE sYsrEMs LTD oN 08r-503 s326 oR sEND crmeuEs To zz mirruNc
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New power supply chip
/\ new power-supply chip con-

J'lverts 240-VAC line voltage to
a 5-24VDC output. The new
device, called the HV-2405E,
provides double the capacity of
the HV-1205, a 120-V power-
supply chip previously intro-
duced. The HV-2405E,like the
HV-1205, functions as a trans-

former, rectifier, and three-ter-
minal voltage regulator.

Key to the HV-2405E's higher
capacity is a "tail-killer" circuit that
can interrupt, or switch off, cur-
rent at levels higher than could be
acheived before, The circuit does
so by eliminating minority
carriers. or tail current, while

charging a capacitor.
Current interruption is critical

to the chip's operation, which is
based on electronic switching.
The new chip uses a common
switch to draw current in short
bursts whenever the incoming AC
line voltage reaches a given level.
The current is stored in a

capacitor that delivers a DC volt-
age to the load.

The eighlpin plastic integrated
circuit is available in 1,000-piece
quantities for $2.93. The price is
approximately 15% more than
the HV-1205. The manufacturer
is Harris Semiconductor Inc. of
Melbourne, Florida.

Detecting movements of miniature electronic devices
hetectinq the motion of micro-
Ll..op,.-os,ects ts now one
step closer with the labrication of
a tunnelling probe at the Uni-
versity of Rochester, Rochester,
New York, and IBM Thomas J.
Watson Research Centre, York-
town Heights, New York. The
probe, which can sense the
motion of molecules or atoms,
may be used to monitor the
movements of miniature elec-
tronic and mechanical devices

such as tiny tweezers, motors, and
levers.

The probe operates similarly
to a scanning tunnelling micro-
scope. It consists of a sharpened
piece of wire connected to a bat-
tery. When the probe tip is placed
a few angstroms away from the
object being monitored, a weak
current flows from the tip of the
wire. The number of electrons per
second that tunnel from the tip to
the surface of the object are moni-

tored and the distance based on
the tunnelling rate calculated.

The current flow is a sensitive
indication of the distance between
the object and tip of the wire. If the
tip is moved just one angstrom,
the current might double. So
by monitoring the current, the
motion can be inferred.

The probe also allows mea-
surements to be made of how
molecules react to a very weak
force.

Because electrons are ex-
tremely small and of low mass,
the electrical signal from the
probe does not disturb the object
being monitored. This is cru-
cial when monitoring very small
objects, such as atoms, because
the force of the probe itself can
easily affect the object and distort
measurements.

Providing stable signal operation
tC ilicon Dressure sensors in
Iln,gn-pr".,slon lnstruments
can provide unstable signal out-
put during the first hours of
operation. However, a pressure-
sensing chip developed by Nova-
Sensor could overcome this prob-
lem.

The custom chip gives a stable
signal immediately after power is

applied and more precise pres-
sure measurements can be made
in the first hours of instrument
operation.

The chip, incorporated in the
company's NPH and NPI pres-
sure sensors, consist of a dia-
phragm bonded to a silicon wafer
with resistors diffused in the
diaphragm. The integrated device

converts resistance changes,
caused by applied pressure, into
electric signals.

Short-term instability in most
sensors results from ion migration
near the resistors when power
is applied. The moving charges
create an electrostatic attraction
that changes resistor geometry
and causes signal drift.

NovaSensor sidestepped the
ion-migration problem using a
manufacturing process called
SenStable. The proprietary pro-
cess stabilizes drift by reducing ion
migration, and ensures that resist-
ance does not change with pres-
sure, temperature, or time.

Thin film batteries
tFhe Universitv of California at
I Berkeley is negotiating with

several firms to transfer its tech-
nology for solid-state, thin-film
batteries, which hold promise for
use in electric vehicles, satellites
and other applications where
weight or volume is important.

The key is a class of materials,
discovered at Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory, called solid redox
polymerization electrodes which
can be made from a variety of
inexpensive, readily available and
easy-to-fabricate materials They
have excellent electrochemical
reversibility and cyclability, which
implies a long service life.

The batteries are constructed
by sandwiching a solid-state poly-

meric electrolyte - typically
polyethylene oxide complexed
with saltsn between a thin-film
cathode and thin foil of alkali
metal, such as lithium or sodium.
They consist of long-chain poly-
mers (S-R-S) with linkage be-
tween the sulphur atoms. The
electrons transferred break the
S-S bonds, releasing energy and

forming alkali-metal thio salts
that repolymerize under charging
conditions.
At 80oC, the battery has about
twice the capacity per unit volume
of lead-acid and nickel-cadmium
cells, at about half the weight. At
ambient temperatures, it exhibits
about 30 per cent more capacity.
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Blueprint is a colu mn intended to provide suggested answers
to readers'electronics design problems Designs are only
canied outfor itemsto be published, and will notbe prototyped
bythecolumnist Circuitspublishedin Blueprintarebelieved
to work, but may need minor alteration by the reader after
prototyping Individual correspondence will not be entered
into. save as necessary to prepare items for publication

tFhis months Blueorint continues
I the tale of the howling micro

phone, with circuitry to put inside the
blocks of the frequency shifter design
shown last month.

The most difficult part of the cir-
cuitry to design is the rvide bandwidth
audio phase shift network To make
the design practical, it is probably best
to precede it with a bandpass fllter, so
that the 90o relative phase shift only
has to be maintained over a limited
range of frequencies

Figure 1 shows the circuit of a

suitable bandpass filter and phasing
networks The filter is a standard
VCVS (voltage controlled voltage
source) type, but with highpass and
lowpass circuitry combined There will
be some interaction between the higi'r

and low pass characteristics, but not
enough to matter for most uses The
phase shift networks have resonant
frequencies of 72OHz and 4kHz res-

c5
1n0

R6
r0k

OUADTRATURE
OUTPUTS

BANDPASS FILTER FFOM 11 TO 12 WHERE:

,, ' = 232HzAND
2, trclrcarR2rM

t2= ------j- =1o7oHz
2tr J R1xB3xc2rc4

AND, FOR MAXIMALLY FLAT RESPONSE:
R1 = R3. C1 = C3. C2 = 2xC4. 82 : 1/2R4

COS OUTPUT

SIN OUTPUT

zD1
3V9

zD2
3V9

lCl = 1F353

Fig 2. *SEE TEXT

pectively, and Q values of 0.21 (from
M Hartley Jones, Wireless World July
1973\

A standard quadrature oscillator
circuit is shown jn Figure 2 This
design uses a VCVS lowpass {ilter as

a phase shifter, giving 90o phase shift
at the -3dB point The integrator gives

a 90o phase shift at all frequencies,
but with a gain which depends on
{requency The inversion of the inte-
grator ensures that the correct phase
relationship (input in phase vzith

output) for oscillation to occur The
phase shift of the VCVS filter depends
on frequency, so this part of the circuit
sets the frequency

Gain
When stable oscilJation is taking place,

the loop gain of the oscillator will be
unity If the circuit actually has a lot ol
gain, the circuit will overload and clip
to make the average loop gain exactly
1 To minimise distortion to the sine-
wave outputs, the loop gain of the
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circuit is designed to be adequate for
oscillation to occur, but not excessive.
Contolled clipping before the lowpass
filter is canied out by R1, R4, ZD1, and
ZD2 The signal is not clipped hard -the gain is simply reduced to 50% of
its pre-clipping value

The voltage gain o{ the integrator
is just less than unity at the 90o phase
shift frequency of the fiher (49H2),
and the gain of the filter itself is -3d8,
so extra gain in the op-amp buffering
the filter is provided by R4 and RV1.
When this part of the circuit is being
tested, RV1 should be set so that
oscillation just occurs, and then turned
a small amount further in the direction
of stronger osciliation This should
guarantee that the oscillator always
starts.

Multiplication

The circuits use 1495 multipliers, (as

did the Wireless World design) but as
DC coupling is not necessary, a circuit
employing the CA 3080 could turn
out to be eflective and economical

The linearity of the multipliers is
quoted as 2% on x inputs and 4% on
y inputs. Audible distortion to voice by
this will be minimal, but the accuracy
of the multiplication can be slightly
degraded by non-linearity To mini-
mise this, two offset potentiometers
are used to centre the signal and
oscillator on the most linear portion of
the transfer characteristic

The design o{ the multiplier sec-
tion is shown in Fig 3 Two such
circuits are required, feeding to the

common output stage.
No power supply circuit is shown.

A conventional t15V supply, perhaps
using 7815 and 7915 regulators, will
be suitable Readers are left to design
their own circuit for this.

Ibsting And Calibration

Using an oscilloscope, check that
the oscillator produces waveforms
of approximately SHz sinewave, at
approximately 9V peak to peak
Observe that the wavelorms appear in
phase quadrature.

With no input signal, adjust the x
offset controls for the minimum 5Hz
output. An oscilloscope is best to use
to check the output, but an AC milli-
voltmeter would be adequate

With an input slnewave signal of
approximately 1kHz, adjust the y
offset controls and the adder balance
pot for minimum amplitude modula-
tion of the output. Again, it is best to
monitor using an oscilloscope, but
simply listening to the output willgive
good results.

lf an oscilloscope is not available,
then all tests can be carried out suc-
cesslully assuming that the oscillo-
scope works as planned Don'ltorget,
although this design is likely to work,
it has not been built, so minor altera-
tions may be necessary Carrying out
such design changes without proper
test equipment would be a daunting
task. If enough interest is expressed in
readers letters, I may design a project
and produce a kit.
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system

HIGH DEFII{ITIOI{
TELEVISIOI{
Japan's Hi-Vision -The wodd's first HDTV system

urprising as it may seem to those who still
see HDTV as something for the distant
future. it was some twenty years ago. in
1970, that the Japanese broadcaster
NHK began research into the possibilities

of developing a High Definition tlevision System,
and they gave it the name HDTV

The standards which their system was to use
were decided upon after much basic research, not
only into television engineering, but also into basic
characteristics of the human eye/brain combination
and into the effects which viewing conditions would
have on the total viewing experience. Since, the
acceptability of a picture depends to some extent upon
its content, the Japanese researchers were careful to
use a wide range of pictures in their tests, many of
them computer generated images o{ carefully con-
trolled characteristics.

Ten years after the project began, in 1980, the
first HDTV tests vla satellite were carried on 'Yuri', the
somewhat curiously named Japanese experimental
satellite By 1982 the system, which had 1125 lines,
60 fields per second, and an aspect ratio of 5:3, which
was later to change to 16:9, was being demonstrated
on large screen, and much of the equipment neces-
sary to equip a studio had been built by NHK and the
Japanese manufacturers. NHK was able to show
HDTV cameras, telecines, videotape recorders, and
both cathode ray tube and projection displays, and
some of the pictures were comparable in quality with
those from 35 mm Iilm

A range of ll25l60 systems
It is important for readers to note that in the 1990s it
is an oversimplification to talk about the Japanese
HDTV systeml because the basic system that will be
described in the next few paragraphs has been subject
to considerable changes over the two decades of its
existence, and there have really been three main
phases in the life of 1125/6OHz HDTV television
systems.

Originally the system put forward as a standard
to be used both for studio production and for trans-
mission over the air and via cable. Criticism of the
enormous bandwidth requirements for transmis-
sion led to the development of the MUSE system,
described below, which allows for ll24-line/60H2
pictures to be transmitted over standard bandwidth
satelliie or cable channels at the cosi of a small
reduction in the quality of some pictures. It has riow
become generally accepted that any transmitted
ll25/60 HDTV signals will use one of the variants
of MUSE.

The third phase has really come about as a result
of the so-far unsuccessful struggles to achieve a world
standard for HDTV, the politics of which were des-
cribed in the previous article Realising that it would

not be possible to achieve their original goal, which
was to get the whole world to adopt the llZb/60
HDTV system for both production and transmission.
and seeing that they were many years ahead of com-
peting came to the availability of
HDTV , the Japanese have adopted
anothe have began to make a com-
plete range of HDTV studio equipment available to
programme makers around the world, and are
attempting to make the full-bandwidth highest quality
1725 / 60Hz syste m the de -f acto world studio sta ndard
for HDTV Already facilities houses in the United
States and in Europe have bought HDTV production
equipment, and even the BBC, which is nominally
committed to ihe development of the competing
European 1250/50 HDTV system, has utilised the
Japanese equipment to gain experience of HDTV
production, although the resr-rlting programme, 'The
Ginger Treel has to be standards-converted to 625/SO
before its transmission in 1989.

The parameters of the
Japanese system
The basic standard adopted for the Japanese HDTV
system had the folJowing characteristics, although it
is important to note that some characteristics were
changed as the system developed, and some para-
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meters have been changed to suit particular applica-
tions:

Scanning lines per frame 1125
Number of active (picture) lines
per frame 1035
Aspect Ratio (later changed to 16:9) 5:3
lnterlace ratio 2:1
Field frequency 60Hz
Line frequency 33750 Hz
Luminance (Y) bandwidth 2O MHz
Chrominance (colour difference signal)
bandwidths

(i) wideband signal (C*) T.OOMHz
(ii) narrowband signal (C*) 5.SMHz

Note that the field frequency is precisely 60H2, not
the 59.94H2 which is used in the American and
Japanese NTSC terrestrial systems in order to improve
compatibility for black and white television viewers

The originalRGB signals from the HDTV source
are passed through a resistive matrix to provide a
luminance signal Y and two colour difference signals
of different bandwidths, C* and Cn.

These first HDTV signals were intended for
transmission over satellite radio-frequency channels,
and numerous transmissions were made using both
composite colour signals, the luminance and chrom-
inance signals being frequency multiplexed, and using
time compressed analogue component signals. This
form of transmission was known not as MAC, but as
TCI, Time Compressed Integration, and in this system
the compressed luminance and chrominance signals
are time-division multiplexed on a line-sequential
basis. In a further series of tests the Yuri satellite was
also used to transmit luminance and chrominance
signals on completely separate satellite channels, but
although this was an interesting experiment, it is
unlikely to have practical applications.

The composite form of this HDfV system, using
a form of wide-band PAL known as HLO-Pal (Half-
Line Offset PAL) with a colour subcarrier at24.3MHz
and a baseband spectrum occupancy shown in Figure
1, was tried over FM satellite broadcast channels, but

fy : 19MHz, Is : 243MHz, fb = 300MHz,
fw = 7OMHZ, fN = 55MHz

Fig. 1 Frequency spectrum of HLO-PAL system

had poor noise performance, especially noticeable in
the coloured parts of the picture, as might have been
expected. This composite system was, however,
found to perform well over SHF terrestrialtransmitter
paths using both AM-VSB and FM, and over wide -
bandwidth optical fibre cable systems.

The TCI component system was, however,
found to give much better results over low-power FM
satellite paths, and it has the same advantages as
other multiplexed analogue component transmission
systems.

In the MAC system, using time-compression
increases the signal bandwidth, and to take account
of this, care was taken in the NHK TCI system to
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ensure that the bandwidth of the compressed chrom-
inance signals did not exceed the 20MHz of the
uncompressed luminance signal.

The original TCI system used no processing of

0 01H 0,01H O.OIH
0 03H

SIGNAL BANDWIDTH
Y - 2OMHZ
Cw sMHzx4 - 2OMHZ
Cp 4MHzxS - ZOMHZ

Fig. 2 Basic details of the TCI line waveform

the luminance signal, which took up about 79% ol
the normal line time. Another 19% of the line time
was used to carry the chrominance components,
either both together, or line sequentially.

The expressions TCI-LI (time compressed
integration of line colour signals) and TCI-LSI (time
compressed integration of luminance and line-
sequential colour signals) are used to denote the two
different systems.

The bandwidth of the two chrominance signals
is altered from that originally specified in order that
the compressed C* and C" signals can be fitted into
the 20 MHz bandwidth required for the luminance
signal. For the TCI-LSC signal we thus have:
Bandwidth of the Y signal : 20 MHz
Bandwidth of the compressed Cw signal : 20 MHz
Compression ratio applied to C* signal : 4:1
Thus maximum bandwidth of uncompressed C*
signal :20/4:5MHz.
Similarly:
Bandwidth of the compressed CN signal : 20MHz
Compression ratio applied to C, signal : 5:1
Thus maximum bandwidth of uncompressed C^
signal :2O/5:4MHz

As the C, signal takes up less line time than the
C* signal, there is time for a horizontal synchronising
pulse to be fitted in at the beginning of each alternate
line

Figure 4 shows a simplified version of the circuihy
by which such a TCI signal can be achieved. The RGB
signals are matrixed to produce the luminance signal
Y and the two colour-difference signals C* and C*
and then these signals are low-pass filtered to prevent
aliasing and then digitised. The time compression is
achieved by reading the signals into a line store at one
frequency, and then reading them out at a higher
frequency; the actual combinations of frequencies for
the C* and CN signals are shown on the diagram.
The time-multiplexed colour signals are then com-
bined with the luminance signal, and the completely

TCt-LC
SYSTEM

TCt-LSC
SYSTEM

Fig. 3 Distinguishing between TCI-LC and
TCI-LSC systems



LUMINANCE

TCI OUTPUT
SIGNAL

Fig. 4 Simplified TCI encoder

multiplexed signal is then changed back to analogue
form in a digital to analogue convertor

More complex TCI-LSC systems were then
developed, in which the luminance signal was
subjected to processing, being divided into high and
low frequency components, Y,, and Y.. The low-
frequency component is transmitted on every line,
whereas the high frequency component is only
transmitted on alternate lines, as indicated in Figure 5.

The main advantage of the modified system is

to allow the chrominance bandwidth to be higher, so
that when different compression ratios are used we
achieve a bandwidth for C* of about 10MHz and
about 5MHz for the C, signal.

Various other modifications of the basic HDTV
signal have been worked on, and the aim seems to
have been to provide systems for all possible
situations.

The HDTV studio
production standard
When HDTV signals are being used in production
studios, in closed circuit areas such as the televising
of medical operations, or as source material for the
printing of high quality still pictures there is no need
to worry about bandwidth constraints, since the
signals are only being passed over short distances
around the studio. To take advantage of the large
available bandwidths in these situations there is a
version of the HDTV system which has been designed
to provide for a studio production standard. This has
nominal bandwidths of 30MHz for each of three
parallel, time - coincident component video signals,
which may be based upon Red, Green and Blue
components or upon luminance and colour dlfference

components. Each component signal carries its own
sychronising pulse waveform The basic characteristics
of the 1725 / 60 studio stan dard are s hown, below, and
it is instructive to compare these with the
characteristics of the 1250/50 HD-MAC system
which will be described in a later article.

Total number of lines per frame 1125
Number of active (picture)
lines per frame 1035
lnterlace ratio 2:1
Aspectratio(Horizontal:vertical) 16:9
Field frequency 60 fps
Line frequency 33750 Hz

Bandwidth Considerations
We can see from the wide bandwidths required for the
baseband luminance and chrominance signals, some-
thing of the order of 30MHz, that the ratio frequency
bandwidth requirements will be even greater, and it
is generally assumed that to transmit such an HDTV
signal will require perhaps four or five times as much
RF bandwidth as a normal PAL or NTSC television
signal.

Although it is possible to imagine future trans-
mission systems where enough bandwidth could be
made available for an HDTV system of this type,
perhaps using fibre-optic based cable systems or
satellites radiating on frequency bands above 40GHz,
at the present time it would seem totally impracticable
to devote such bandwidths to television transmission,
since any HDTV signal could only be transmitted at
the expense of a reduction in the number of
conventional channels that could be carried

Even in such a futuristic world it will undoubtedly
be important to continue to make the best possible use
of the necessarlly finlte amount of spectrum space that
willbe available for television purposes, and in these
conservation-minded times it surely makes sense to
use no more bandwidths than that absolutely neces-
sary for the satisfactory transmission of HDTV signaJs.
With this object in mind the Japanese have developed
techniques and equipment whereby wide-bandwidth
ll21-line 60 fps HDTV signals may be converted into
baseband signals which take up no more than about
8.1 MHz at baseband, so that what are ostensibly
1125/60 HDTV pictures may be transmjtted over
standard satellite channels. This bandwidth reduction
system, of which there are several variants, has been
given the name MUSE - Multiple Sub- Nyquist
Sampling Encoding

Sampling and sub-sampling
principles as applied to television
In the explanations of the workings of the MUSE

l+o2H+l+08H-

WHERE H = DURATION OF ONE LINE
SIGNAL BANDWIDTH
YL+YH - 20MH.
YL 10MHzx2 - 2OMHZ
Cw 1oMHzx2 - 2OMHZ
CN sMHzx4 - 2OMHZ

Fig. 5 Modified TCI-LSC signal
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system which follow, and in our consideration of other
HDTV systems, we shall be discussing how the system
makes extensive use of sampling and subsampling
techniques, so before embarking on this, it may be
useful to look at some of the basic principles of
sampling television images.

A television picture can be considered as a two-
dimensional representation of an original image,
which varies with time. It is easy to see that the
television picture is already sampled vertically,
because of the way in which the picture is made up
from horizontal lines, but perhaps it is less obvious that
there is also a time-based (temporal) sampling taking
place because the image is made up from successive
fields, repeated at regular intervals. If we now also take
samples of the television signal at regular intervals
along the length (i.e. during the period) of each line,
we are can effectively represent our image in the form
of a three-dimensional pattern of samples.

An HDTV picture is likely to give rise to a great
many samples per second, which will require a wide
bandwidth signal to carry it. The aim of MUSE, and
of other HDTV systems such as HD-MAC, which will
be considered in a following article, is to reduce the
bandwidth required by HDTV picture signals, and this
is done by throwing away, in a carefully controlled
manner, some of the samples from which th€ original
image is built. The process of discarding these samples
is known as sub-sampling.

If a radio frequency signal is sampled at a
frequency, known as the sampling frequency, f, then
the sampling process will unavoidably generate a
theoretically infinite number of repeats of the original
signal at multiples of f throughoutthe spectrum. In that
case of a television signal, as shown in Figure 6(a),
this means that the first of the repeated spectra will
be at f MHz above the centre frequency of the original
spectrum, as shown in Figure 6(b).

Looking at Figure 6(c) it can be seen that if the
sampling frequency chosen is less than twice the
frequency of the original signal, then the original
spectrum and the repeated one will overlap, causing
aliasing, interference between the two signals, which
shows up as some form of patterning on the sampled
picture. In order to prevent this happening when we
sample a television picture, we must first of all filter
the picture signal so that it does not contain any
components above half the sampling frequency; this
willensure that no aliasing occurs, as shown in Figure
6(d).

Subsampling
The process of subsampling, re-sampling an already
sampled signal in order to reduce its data rate, will
require the sampling frequency to be reduced, and
this will therefore create a whole new set of repeat
spectra. In Figure 6(e) it can be seen that if the signal
is to be subsampled by a factor of two the sampling
frequency will need to be reduced to f /2.lf.we areto
avoid aliasing, therefore, the original sampled signal
must be filtered again, reducing its bandwidth to f/4.

Thus wherever we wish to sample a television
picture signal we will first need to appropriately filter
that signal, in order to avoid aliasing; the large number
of low-pass filters that can be seen in the block diagram
of a MUSE coder shown in Figure 7.

The MUSE System
The MUSE system is an essentially analogue tele-
vision transmission system that uses a clever technique
of sampling all the individual elements of an interlaced
picture, and then selecting a fraction of these to form
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I a ) ORIGINAL TV SIGNAL

( b ) RESULT OF SAMPLING AT FREOUENCY I
. INFINITE NUMBEB OF REPEATS AT MULTIPLES OF I

AREA WHERE
ALIASING
TAKES PLACE

( d } IF ORIGINAL SIGNAL IS BANDLIMITEO TO F/2 BEFORE BEING SAMPLED
(BY FILTERING) NO ALIASING TAKES PLACE.

IItttlr
I i 

't 
,FBEouENcYoil412

( e I To SUBSAMPLE THE SIGNAL BY A FAcToR oF z IN oRDEB To REoucE
THE DATA RATE, THE SAMPLING FREOUENCY IS REDUCED TO F/2. THIS
REOUIRES THE ORIGINAL SIGNAL TO BE FILTERED AGAIN, REDUCING
THE BANO OCCUPIED BY THE SIGNAL TO F/4, IF ALIASING IS TO BE
AVOIDED.

Fig. 6 Sampling, subsampling, and the need for filtering

the actual signal that is transmitted. Stationary parts
of the picture are sampled using a frame and field
offset sampling technique, whereas moving parts of
the picture use line offset sampling. Figure 7, provided
by NHK in an early explanatory paper on their plans
for satellite broadcasting, provides a useful illustration
of how the MUSE system works in principle, but as
we shall see later, there have been many develop-
ments in this system, and there are some significant
differences between the system shown in Figure 7 and
the current system. The main difference is that with
the current system the pictures are subsampled by a
factor of three, as shown in Figure 8, rather than by
the factor of four shown in the explanatory sketches
of Figure 7.

In Figure 7 we can see that the original raster that
is produced by scanning the picture with 1125 lines,
at a frame frequency of 30Hz and with a 2:1 interlace,
is first of allsampled at 48:6 MHz and then the various
sub-sampling patterns for each of the fields are gen-
erated as shown. During each of four successive
television fields only the sampled picture elements
which are indicated on the diagram are transmitted,
and in the receiver it is therefore necessary to store
four successive fields.

Still picture areas
For still pictures, two successive frames, (four fields)
are combined, and then any missing picture elements
are obtained by interpolation in the receiver; the
interpolated points are shown as the white squares on
the diagram.
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Only the sampled picture elements are transmitted
during a period of four successive TV lields.
At the receiver, four successive fields are
stored in a lrame memory: and tor stillpictur€s,
two successive frames are combined, Then the
missing picture elements are interpolated

Fig. 7 Principles of operation of
the MUSE (Multiple Sub-Nyquist
Sampling Encoding) system.
Courtesy NHK.
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Moving parts
For moving parts of the image, advantage is taken of
the fact that the resolution of the human visual system
is much less for moving objects than for stationary
ones, In practice, the human eye/braincombination
does not try to keep all parts of a moving image in
sharp focus, so if the eye is looking at the pattern on
a man's suit, for example, allthe fine detail will be seen
whilst the suit is stationary, but if the suit moves, the
eye is quite happy to endure the situation where the
detailin the pattern just disappears; this type of motion
blur is quite acceptable

In the MUSE system the moving parts of the
picture are subsampled at a fraction of the main
sampling rate, giving a poorer resolution, but the effect
is generally quite satisfactory as far as the eye is
concerned. There is, however, one particular type of
television picture which seems to catch out the MUSE
system, leaving the visual system feeling that some-
thing is not quite right. This occurs when a fast moving
object, perhaps a racing car, suddenly comes to a halt.
Whilst the car is moving the eye is quite happy with
the slight motion blur, but as soon as the car stops the
whole image appears to instantly come into sharp
focus, giving a rather unnatural effect. Some people
feelthat this problem is sufficiently troublesome to say
that the MUSE system does not provide a good
enough basis for an HDTV system which is to last for
at least a generation, but most people accept thatthis
effect will be rare in normal viewing, and it is generally
felt that the disadvantages of MUSE are more than
compensated for by the massive reduction in band-
width requirements

There is no doubt that the resolution of the
MUSE picture is less than that of the original sampled
picture, for both moving and stationary parts of the
image, but once again television engineers have

directions This is in spite of the fact that the human
visual system actually has a poorer resolution along
diagonals than in either horizontal or vertical
directions The reduced diagonal resolution of the
MUSE pictures actually make a very good match with
the characteristics of the human visual system.

Panned and tilted pictures
A third for
MUSE ure
needst ed.
In these cases a motion compensation vector is
calculated for each field, indicating the speed and
direction of the panning motion, and this extra
information is transmitted during the frame flyback
period so that the receiver can make use of it to
accurately reconstruct the image.

Figure what effectively
happens in MUSE system.
Starting wit ignal of the ,Hi-

Vision' type, we subsample the picture elements by
three, so that the resulting signal can be transmitted
over a satellite channel that can handle baseband
signals of about SMHz. At the same time, information
about the movement of the picture is sent from
transmitter to receiver in the vertical blanking period
of the picture. This 'motion vector' information is then
used to enable the sophisticated receiver to recon-
struct an HDTV image.

of
fro
of
removing the gamma correction. They are then
converted into luminance (Y) and colour difference

C signals are
gration (TCI)
time- com-

pressed by a factor of four to one compared with the
luminance, so as to provide the most acceptable noise
performance, The TCI signal is then processed in
different ways for the static and moving parts of the
picture. For moving parts I

24.3MHz(48.6MH2 / 2\ i

parts frame and field offset
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three stage sampling of the stationary parts of the
image is carried out as follows:

Original sampling - 48 6 MHz (orthogonal
sampling pattern)

First subsampling - 24.3 MHz (field offset)
Second subsampling - 16.2 MHz (frame and

line offset)
The static and moving parts are then combined

pixel by pixel, according to the amount of motion that
has taken place, and the signal is subsampled al 16.2
MHz, the MUSE sampling frequency Notice that the
16.2 MHz sampling frequency will allow the final
MUSE signal to fit into a bandwidth of about 16.2/2
: 8.1 MHz. The originalsampling frequency of 48.6
MHz was in fact chosen so that the 16 2 MHz figure
would be achieved after the subsampling processes

The signal then undergoes gamma correction
and non-linear pre-emphasis to improve the noise
performance, and the control signal (motion vector

HDTV N
RGB

STATIC PAETS/ or ptcrune

MOVING
PAFTS OF PICTURE

GAMMA
CORRECTION

AUOTO/VtT
SIGNAL ADD

32 4MHz 13MHz

Fig. 9 Simplified MUSE coding system

rnformation) and synchronisation signals are then
multiplexed together, as well as the digital audio
signals, which are carried in the vertical blanking
period

In addition to the digital sound and the motion
vector signals that are carried in the vertical blanking
interval, special vertical interval test signals are
included to give automatic equalisation of the trans-
mission channel, allowing the receiver to compensate
for any transmission deficiencies

MUSE has been carefully developed to provide
a very practical means of transmitting HDTV signals
over relatively narrow bandwidth channels, and it
includes other desirable features such as a very rugged
synchronisation system, and a quasi constant Iumin-
ance system which is very desirable for an HDTV
system.

The hardware for the coding and decoding of
MUSE signals is fairly complex, and has up to now
been expensive. During 1989 the first large-scale
integrated circuits for MUSE were produced, and it
is expected that these will soon be available in
quantity, which should make it possible to market
MUSE equipment at prices which will appeal to the
consumer market. The Japanese satellite BS3 began
the transmission of regular MUSE transmissions in
1990, and will be interesting to see if the availability
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Fig. 8 The essentials of the MUSE system

of MUSE equipment at reasonable prices will lead to
the Japanese public being the first to buy HDTV
equipment in quantity It is important to remember,
though, that research suggests that the price of an
HDTV receiver is more likely to depend upon the cosi
of the large screen display than upon the cost of the
complex electronics, so it may well be that these
receivers will still remain too expensive for the mass
market-

Although the Japanese HDTV production

system and the transmission of its pictures via MUSE
is currently far in advance of other systems in terms
of the development and availability of equipment,
there are still big question-marks as to whether such
a completely different system, which is totally incom-
patible with any existing television transmissions, can
possibly achieve market acceptance. The problems
of this incompatibility and of having only a very small
initialaudience for programmes transmitted on such
a different system have led other countries in Europe
and America to adopt a different approach They see
the ideal HDTV system as being downwards com-
patible with existing television systems, so that the
same transmitted signals would provide HDTV pic-
tures for those viewers equipped with HDTV equip-
ment, whilst viewers with existing receivers could
receive normal definition pictures on their existing
equipment" This different approach is discussed in
subsequent articles.

The MUSE technique for obtaining significant
reductions in bandwidth whilst still being able to
regenerate acceptable HDTV pictures is being utilised
in other ways, and we shall see when we come to
discuss the various proposals for AfV systems in the
USA that various different forms of MUSE are being
developed to allow AIV signals to be carried on fairly
narrow-bandwidth terrestrial transmitters.



/ATTRA LOCK
here are many situations in which it would
be beneficial, for reasons of security, safety
or economy, to have a means of prevent-
ing the unauthorised use of certain Sieces
of equipment. For example, it could be

useful to make sure that data stored in a computer is
not altered or deleted, to prevent accidents caused by
mis-operation oI potentially dangerous equipment
(eg. in a lab or workshop), or to make sure that
misguided adjustment of a heating system does not

result in a serious waste of energy and money. This
can obviously be achieved by fitting each device to be
protected with a key-operated switch, but the requisite

i uHuseo I-'r
KEy /, 7
LATCHEO

OUTPUT

tc4

Protect cofisumer
electrics with a
:security code and
unlack them with an'
hfn-red refiote
transmitter. Dominic
Banham reveals all.

i

)o(@0

)o(001

)o(01 0

)o(01'l

)o(l00
lcl

)o(101

n110

)o(111

11X)o(

1oxxx

NOTES:
lcl = SL49O
01 = BCssT
02 = BCa37
Dl,2 = LD271rrlB8

c4
1(x)u

B1
9V

PP3

l.--.------------*
to

(b)

Fig. 1 a) Circuit diagram of transmitter
b) Transmission format used by SL4g0/MLg24

R6
560R

R5
22k

B7
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number of keys becomes a problem if several pieces
of equipment are to be conholled by more than one
person. The use of some sort o{ electronic combiria-
tion lock seems more appropriate. However, most
keypads are too large to fit conveniently on the front
panels of many items of equipment, and those
adequately rugged to be used in a workshop or lab
tend to be expensive.

The solution described here is to use a combina-
tion lock system on each controlled device, but to have
the keypad as a separate unit operating over an infra-
red link. This way the only externally mounted ele-
ment on edch contolled device is the infra-red sensor,
which is small, cheap and fairly waterproof. It can also

NOTE:
lcl = TLS2
lcz = ML924
lc3 = 4678E
lc4 = Ls72s
lcs = Moc302r
01 = acssT
02 = BCqT
Dl = BPW41
D2 = 1N4148
zDl = 15V lwl ZENER

be made quite discreet if it is desired not to give away
the presence of the system. The single remote keypad
can of course be used to control a very large number
of such devices.

An infra-red link such as this has many applica-
tions, and forthcoming articles will describe several
alternative uses. This should go some way towards
avoiding a proliferation of remote control 2appers'

Transmitter Construction
The assembly of the transmitter PCB is very straight-
forward and the component overlay is shown in Fig.2.
The SL490 is not particularly cheap, so it is advisable
to mount this IC in a socket.

A possible layout for a keypad PCB is shown in
Fig.3. This has space for up to 32 low cost Maplin
keyswitches. However, it is appreciated that taste in
switches, preferred layout and available space will
influence the design of the keypad, so this layout is
only given as a guide. Only switches 1-10 need be
fitted for the present application.

The choice of case is also up to the individual,
and there are several styles available which are
specifically intended for this application. In the
prototype, the case used is slightly larger than
necessary and was simply used because it happened
to be available.

The transmitter can be tested by connecting an
infra-red photodiode to the input of a scope. If the
transmitter is pointed at this diode and operated (at
close range), it should be easy to detect the PPM signal
on the scope.

x0
x1
x2
X3

Y6
Y5

Y3
Y2

YO

B,I

Fig. 2 Component overlay for transmitte.

TO TRANSMITTER PCB

Fig. 3 Keypad overlay

l-
R2s
3f,R

c10
1u0,x,

l*
I=ff]

c9
lOOu

R26
tuo

o.sw !
scFr. 7

R24
2mR

+ I zo1

G
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easier, and it is obviously best to decide whether the
board is to be cut before proceeding. Apart from this,
construction is straightforward, if somewhat fiddly.
Start with the wire links and IC sockets, and pay very
careful attention to the orientation of the semi-
conductor devices and polarised capacitors. The
dropper capacitor C10 has mains voltage across it and
that faintly gooey waxed paper one out of Granny's
old valve radio will NOT doll A good quality class X
or Y type, which are designed for direct connection
to the mains, is essential here.

Setting up is fairly simple, especially if an
oscilloscope is available. WARNING: THE RE-
CEIVER MUST NOT BE CONNECTED TO THE
MAINS DURING TESTING. THE USE OF A LOW-
VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY IS EAR SAFER. Con-
nect a 12-15v power supplyto the *14v and 0vrails
of the receiver unit and switch on. Current consump-
tion should be about 5-8mA. With the 'scope
connected to pin2 of lC2, transmit the code '00000'
on the transmitter. The PPM signalshould appear on
the scope at about l2v peak level. If not, switch off
and check the circuitry around ICI and the orientation
of DI. Assuming you have success, measure the '0'
interval (to) Using a x10 probe, observe the
operation of the oscillator at pin 1 of IC2. Adjust RV1
until the period of this oscillator is equal to 7/40 ol
to. Tiansmission of any code should now result in pin
10 of IC2 rising to + 72v, returning to 0v when trans-
mission ceases. If a scope is not available RV1 can be
adjusted by trial and error to give correct result. A
16-pin DIL header should be wired for the desired
code and ptugged in, and an LED on and off. If so,
the LED can be disconnected and the receiver tested
by connecting it to the mains and 100w light bulb as
a test load. Do not attempt to adjust the receiver in
this condition!! When first connected to the mains the
light should be off and shou.ld only come on when the
correct code is entered. Jhe system is now ready to
be fitted to the controlled equipment, taking care to
ensure adequate heatsinking of the triac if heavy loads
are to be controlled.

HO\v IT WORKS
Receiver
The overlay for the receiver PCB is shown in Fig 5.
Provision has been made to separate the PCB into two
parts, if this makes fitting to the intended equipment

'7' '6', '5' '4' ',3', '2' '1' ',o'

lC2+ +TBIAC

F'8"9'FFFF66666E
666669
oE66Foa E g 

= I E? Bi H r 3
,162

f

Fig. 6 Wiring of code-setting header plug: code
shown is 1493
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PARTS LIST
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PROGRAMMABLE ELECTRONIC LOCK KIT
thing of

new high
Secu re

garages,
even your home or pre-
vent the unauthorised use
of computers, burglar
alarms or cars. 0ne
4-digit sequence will op-
erate the lock while incor-
rect entries will sound an
alarm. The number of in-
correct entries allowed

SUPER-SENSiTIVE
MICROBUG

Dt8000K 8-way sequencer kit with
built-in opto-isolated sound to

dimming I kW per channel .. -C23.95

ng audio
......95p
to light

built-in
mic lkW per channel ........t19.8s
XKl39 Unidirectional chaser zero
voltage switching and built-in audio
input ........................................ t12.95

POWER STROBE KIT

connectors, sws strobe tube and
assembly instructions. Supply:
240V ac. Size: 80x50x45.
xK124 STRoBoSCoPE KtT. tl7.25

DISGO LIGHTING KITS

xK136 TOUCH OTMMER KtT.. .. ...,,.e12.96

VERSATILE REMOTE
CONTROL SYSTEM

These kils can switch up to j6 pieces ol
equrpmenl on and off or conlrot 16 functionsdepending rd selected foa lhe
MK18 trans ceiv€r has 16,ogicoutputsand 2b24vdc.otzi(N

ansformer supplied. The MKlB
batl€ry and keyboard. Greal for
hts, TVs, gerage doors elc.

5
5
5
5
5

REMOTE CONTROL
DIMMER KIT

rcUCH CONTROL

KIT
D€signed icr use with the
XKl32 and comes
compl€le wilh a pre-
drilled box A PP3 s volr
battery is required. If
Mk o ..........,........ .,....... .............. 14.95

lmagrne controlling lhe brighhess o, your tights
or silching them on or olf from the comfo( ol
your armchair! This kit contains all thecomponents I to
toenableyou dfit
wall boxes. M (nol
xKi32....,...

IR TRANSMITTER

SIMPLE KITS FOR BEGINNERS
Especially aimed at th€ beginner. Have fun with your pro after you
have built it and also learn a little from building It. These de hi6h
quality solder resist printed circuit boards, all Electronic nts
(including speaker where used) and lull construction ins with
circuit description.

@@
SK1 D00BCHlMEplaysatunewhen XKl18 TEN EXC|T|NG PROJECTS FoR
activated by a pushbutton t4.50 BEGINNERS this kit contains a solder

SK2 WHISTLE SWITCH switches a
relay on and off i n response to wh istlecommand t4.50

pro.du.ge1 includes a circuit dia-
illl'-9ilg oi opiiation ano anlne strel

rc sri ll,1#lf,Tif.Bf;Bliii
included, enabling the beginner to build
the circuits with confidence .....el7.25

Kit contains
essor. PCB,
ics to produ
of weight in
link selects the scale-bathroom/two
types of kitchen scales A low cost
digital ruler could also be made.ES1 t8.25

VOICE RECORD/
PLAYBAGK KIT
This simple to construct and even sim-
pler to operate kit will record and Dlav-
back short messages or tunes. li h6s
many uses - seatbelt or li0ht reminder
in the car, welcome messaoes to visi-
tors at home or at work, warning mes-
sages in factories and public Dlaces. ln
fact anywhere where a spoken message
isannounc6dandwhichneedstobechanoedlromtimetotime Alsosuitablefortoys-why
not convert your daugher's EO doll to an t80 taking doll | !

Size 76 x 60 x 15mm

Message time. . .,.'1-S secs normal speed,2-10 secs slow speed

xKrzg t2o.9s

PROPORTIONAT TEMPEHATURE
CONIROTLER KIT

temperature to
within 0 5'C.

ldeal for

TK ELECTRONICS
13 Boston Road
London W7 3SJ
Te!: 081-579 9794
Fax:081-566 1916

EI
l,,1 |

LE!
ORDERS: 081-567 8910
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

SERVICE
I{ovember

E9011-1 The Autocue (2 boards, 1 double sided) ....... N
E9077-2 Infra-lock transmitter (2 boards) ......... K
E9011-3 Infra-lock receiver ......... H
E9011-4 Four-track cassette recorder (recod / playback

one channel) ...... .......... F
E9011-5 Four-track cassette recorder (Bias/erase

oscillator board ..... K

PCBs {or the remaining projects are available from the companies listed in Buylines.

Usetheformoraphotocopy{oryourorder Pleasefilloutallpartsoftheform Makesureyouusetheboardrelerencenumbers This
not only identifies the board but also tells you when the pro.iect was published. The first two numbem are the year, the next two are the
month

Termsarestrictlypaymentwithorder Wecannotacceptofficialordersbutwecansupplyaproformainvoiceifrequired.Suchorders
will not be processed until payment is received

PCB

E9007-5 Decision Maker .. .. J
E9008-1 AC Millivoltmetet ...... . K
E90O8-2 Temperature Controller ....... N
E9008-3 FMGenerator .......... L
E9O09-2 Slide Projector Controller .. E

89009-2 Ultimate Diode Tester .. . D
E9009-3 TheEntertainer . . ................. G
E9010-1 ComponentTester .... .. F

E9Ol0-2 Active Contact Pickup E

E9010-3 R4XlongwaveReceiver......... ..... ... :. C

TELEPHONE
ORDERS

may be made on
(0442\
6655 1

ACCESS or VISA

Price Price
code (inc.

vAT)
c 11.80
D L2,5O
E L3.25
F t4.00
G L4.75
H t5.50
J L6.62
K L7.20
L f,8.80
M f.10.60
N t13.10o sr5.80
P L17.90
a f,21.80
R L23.90
s f25.90
T L29.00
u L32.20
v t35.80
w L37.90
x L40.70

E8909-5 Chronoscope auto-reset....,. .............. . C
E8910-1 Multimeter .........,.......... ..... H
E8910-2 MIDI Mapper M
E8911-1 SmokeAlarmmainboard .. . .............., F
E8977-2 Smoke Alarm power supp|y ......,... .. .., F
E8911-3 Frequency Meter (3 boards) ... O
E8911-4 Serial logic Scope ., . ...........,...... .... L
E8912-l MainsFailureAlarm . . . .. .. D
E8912-2 Surveilance PCB ...... . . . D
E8912-3 Slide,zTape Synch ... ..... .. E

E8912-4 PedalPower ...L
E8912-5 Digital Noise Generator . .. .. . K
E9001-1 20 melre Receiver J
E90O7-2 WavemakerFG. ........L
E9001-3 Motorcycle Intercom ... .. F
E9001-4 low Voltage Alarm .. . C
E9002-l EPROMEmulator .. .... . .. N
E9002-2 Superscope Mother Board .. . M
E9002-3 SuperscopeCRTDriverBoard .. .. ..... . K
E9O02-4 SuperscopeTimebaseBoard.. .. . K
E9003-1 SuperscopeYlinputboard .... ....... .. J
E9003-2 Superscope Y2 input board . . .....,........, J
E9003-3 Superscope switch generator .. .. E

E9003-4 Business power amp board ... , ... L
E9003-5 Businesspowersupplyboard .... ... . , J
E9003-6 Business pre-amplifier board .. .. L
E9003-7 Water hole .. ..... G
E9003-8 SuperSiren ... .... D
E9003-9 Val'sbadge ......... F

E9004-1 Bass Amplifier DC Protection . ............... F
E9O04-2 Bass Amplifier Graphic Equaliser . . .. . . L
E9004-3 Bass Amplifier Micro . . N
E9O04-4 Quad Power Supply . O
E9005-1 Business Display .. O
E9005-2 Phonelockandlogger ....... . .. F

E9006-1 DarkRoomTimer.......... G
E90O6-2 Telephone Extension Bell .. .. ...... C
E9006-3 Telephone External Bell D
E9006-4 Fecko Box .... G
E9006-5 BugSpotter I ...... ....,.....,......... .E
E9007-1 GuitarPracticeAmp . . ...................... G
E9O07-2 Digital Frequency Meter .... M
E9007-3 Footstep Alarm ... . .,....., .... E

E90O7-4 TiansistorTester ... C

t-
TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS SERVICES,

ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Please supply:
Quantity Ref. no Price Code Price

Post and packing

Total enclosed

Please send my PCBs tc (BrocK cAprrAl-s pLEAsE)

Total Price

t0.75

t

Name .

Address

Postcode

I CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASP Ltd. I
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ANALOGUE MULTIMETER
HC 2030ET. 2okalv

2 ranges including 1 0A acldc
Capacitance ranges
2 temperature ranges
Transistor hFE tesr
Continuity buzzer
Ohms zero
Fuse and diode protection
Test leads with 4mm shrouded plugs
Jewelled movement

Battery, thermocouple and instruction
leatlet included
ACvolts 0-25-25-250-1OOoVac+4%
DC volts 0-0 5-5-50-500-1OOOVac+3%
AC curenr 0-250y-25m-2.5A-1 OAac + 5%
DC cutrent...0-50u-5m-5O0m-1 oAdc + 5%
Resistance........0- 1 0k- 100k-1 M - 10M(23%
a.^--ir.^^-

1991 CATALOGUE
YOU GETA GREAT DEAI MORE WHEN

YOU DEAI WITH GREENWELD!!
The 1991 Greenweld Catalogue, published on
October 1 st is the best yet! -
* MANY SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTIONS
* OUANTITY PRICING FOR BULK BUYERS* 132 PAGES OF VALUE.PACKED GOODS* NEXT SIX UPDATES PLUS LISTS INCLUDED IN PRICE* EASYTO USEORDER FORM
* 1ST CLASS REPLY PAID ENVELOPE
* OUR FAMOUS BARGAIN LIST

Price to include , current bargain list and
next six lists. Al with reply pdid envelope
f2.50 (UK & BF Overseds'

OSCILTOSCOPE PROBE KIT
This passive prob6 incorDorates a
thre6-position slide switch i;r th6 head
and has a cable lencth of 1.5 m6tres.
The sp6cification is as follows:
Position X1: Bandwidth; D C to l OMHzi

Risetime; 3.5 nanoseconds: lnput Resis-
tancej 1oMO+'l% when used with oscillo-
scope with a
11.5pF when
have a 3OpF
tion Range;
500v D.c. (ini#;;;;i;;;.. ... . ..... o--eii--'20i6"r+ sx

TTANSiSTOI hFE O-lOOONPN PNP
Decibels 2odBto +dB
Protection Fuse and diode
Dims 16nt11nY5nhm

ASTEC Model AA12531
UP: 115/230V ac 50/6OHz O/P: Vl + EV 5A;
V2 + 12V 015A Size: 160 x 104 x 45mm

with fixing holes in
5mm centres. lnputs
ur coded leads; there
ftying lead. ....... C6.95

SWITCH MODE POWER

Just reduced to E29.95

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL
TRANSISTOR SEIECTOR.

The final edition of this excellent
manual was published in 1984 and
contains over 27,000 transistors with
electrical and mechanical specif ications
manufacturers and substitutes. Was
f14.99. OUR LOW PRTCE f7.00.

MODEM PANELS
Another parcel of panels from Dowty.
These are all believed lo have come
trom discontinued units and as far as is
known are nol laulty. However, please
note some have m[ssing chips or boards
cut to prevenl re-use. They are theretore
being sold for their component value
only. not as working units.
24320, KILOSTREAM MULTI-
PLEXER. Panel 300 x 21 omm wirh 4 x
25-way 'D' sockets, 15W'D' skt
Z.84C42 x 3, 284C30 x 2. CMOS 280
CPU, 6264 RAM, 30 assorted
CMOS/TTLILinear chips and nice
power supply comprising a potted
transformer with mains inout and O-9V

VZZI DC-2OMA4 dual Channel, single time-
base delayed sweep, DC offuet, slternate mag-
nifier, 6in sreen, 5mV/div vert sensitivily
o.2psy'div-o 2ddiv sweeD time Comolete with

u-zU 5UVA mains transtormer Front of
case has on/off switch, indicator, main
amp vol control Rear panel has fused

0-9V outputs borh ar 1A, 7812.7915
and 7805 regs. Also Xtal, 64-way
connector, switches etc Great Value at

Other models trom €339 - full details in
catalogue Ask for colour brochure

as attached to an aluminium chassis 165 x
1 02 x 65mm and has a single 5V 64 oulput.
SuoDlied with connection.iererls wr.^n 

^f 
-

input. There is a small monitor speaker
mounted in the base of the unit. Data
sheet on HY60 supplied Many uses
El 3.80.
Z8O7 As 2806 but incorporales a cas-
sette recorder built in to top of cabinet,
and built-in mains lail power supply
consisting oI 3 x 6V 1.2AH sealed lead
acid batteries (cost €9.fi) each). Front
panel has additional 5 push burton
switch bank Ior controlling cassette
recorder, power etc €23.fi).
28885. Telephone answering machine
believed to have been used as an alarm
syslem Steel chassis 245 x 220 x
35mm contains PCB 228 x 1 45mm and
an 8-track casselte unit The output
from the tape head is fed into an
MC3301 quad op-amp The PCB also
has 10 CMOS oates. 3 relavs isolator

Ztlir2l EXPANDER Panel for above
230 x 170mm with 4 x 25-way 'D'
sockets, 2 x 284C42, 284C30. 8 x
45406 plus 7 74 chips, Also short
length of 64-way ribbon cable with
IDC skt This panel is complete. f3.50.
z4?,22 Panel 310 x 205mm wirh 2
x 25-way 'O' Sockets, 5 other sock-

includ-
(both in
21 x2,
3 DIL

Ztl323 Minimo Plus 4 Panel 180 x
158mm secondary panel 90 x 85mm
and front panel 165 x 43mm on which
is mounted a 25-way 'D' type socket
and a BT sockel. On the large board is a

FREOUENCY COUNTER
,er these at a traction oI their normal cost!
f 5.95 '10 + f4.95 100 + 83.95

28888 A larger version of the above, PCB
200 x 1 00mm and chassis 225 x 1 02 x 65mm
p@vidrng a single 5V 10A output Suplied
with connection details.
OnlyE8.95 10+f7.50 100+f595

2660 Aste switched
mode PSU
Type AA727 1

This small PCB,
just 50 x 50mm wiil
accept 8-24V input and
give a stable 5V DC at up to 24 output. The
6 transistor circuit provides current overload
protection, thermal cut-out and excellent filter_
ing- Offered at the remarkably low price of

Irdrils (rdnsrofiIer wtln (presumaDty, z
outputs feeding LM317 and LM327
variable s, and a 7805 on a
small he 80C32 (in socket),
8256 U RAM ind severit
other chips. There 816 3 switches, 5
LED'S. 2 relays. a speaker and the usual

The el
85C1 k'
chio al

transformer, several transistors, R's, C's,
etc 1 2-way connector for BT line, 1 2V
supply etc also plug and socket
arrangement for Auto/Manual and Bell
delay El0.0O.
24307 B-Trcck casette mechanism
Sturdv steel chassis 1 32 x 1 26 x SOmm

METEX METERS
8 differeni models in our catalogue! !

* 4Y,digit 12mm LCD
display

t 30 ranges incl
20A a.y'dc

* Frequency
@unter

t Capacitance test
with zero adjust

t Data hold switch
t Diode test

* Transistor test
t Continuity test
* Test leads with 4mm plugs
* Rugged yellow case
* Carrying case

Battery and instruction manual included
AC volts 0-200m-2-20-2OO-7sovac tO 5%
DC volls 0-200m-2-20-2OO-lOOOvdc lO 5olo
AC current 0-2m-2OOm-2OAac t 1 O%

_20Adc 10.5%
_20MO r0.15%
F +2.07"
o"/"

Transistor hFE o-tOOO NpN/pNp
Dims 176 x g0 x 36mm

M4650
€94.00

Contains 12V motor, selenoid, tape
head and mechanacal bits to change
track e2.5O.

module etc An excellent selection of
components for iust f5.90. BREADBOARDS

FREE, if rcquested, with every breadboard
sold this nonth! K574 wirc tink pack with
about 250 links for use with breadboard ot
PCB'sl
PROTOBLOC 1

G708 Protobloc I has a total of 400 tie points
consisting oftwo sets oI 30 rows of 5 intercon-
nected sockets plus 4 rows of interconnected
sockets running alongside. suitable ior use as
power supply rails All contaci positions are
clearly defined on an alphanumeric grid ABS
polymer board mounted on an adhesive foam
base Will accommodate up to three 16 pin
devices An ideal introduction to solderless
circuitdevelopmentsystems Size 80 x 60mm

NEW COMPONENT PACKS
K581 Copperclad board pack We have

er supplies of of-
sizes, May include
sided, SRBP and

glass fibre Pack of approx 200 sq ins
f2.00.

Caps. An amazing
m a few pF to .01,
Voltages to 500V.

K580 Metal Oxide resistors, TR4 25W
by Electrosil Wide range of values,
mostly 5%, few closer tolersnces Super
value pack 200 f2.fi).

ZlBl9 Display panel 294 x 49mm with
an alphanumeric Dor marrix LCD, 20
characters x 2lines, size 118 x 36mm;
4 push button switchss,; 40mm dia
speaker; short lenglh of 26-way ribbon
cable with IDC conneclor. lnformation
on LCD supplied-these are in dis-
tributors catalogue at around f3O.(X)
each €10.fl)
28886 From the abov€ parcel, there's a

panels.
e type to
those in
quality

c-o m p o n s n t s i n c I u d i n g
Memory/LS/HC/TTL/CMOS/Lt N EAR
chips. LED's, passives, Xtals etc. etc. An
ava-ll-^r -A16^ri^^ ^l,i^-

PROTOELOC 2
G711 Protobloc 2 has a total of 840 tie points.
Will accommodate up to seven 16 pin devices.
Size 172 x 64mm C:1.95
PROTOBLOC 2A
G712 As above, but mounled onto a rigid
base plate complele with three 4mm terminals
for power connections. A mounting bracket
which clips into the base is also provided to
accept a variety of components including
switches and potentiometec, etc.

mainly from page 122 of our 1990
Catalogue. lncludes single pole to 4
pole sub min., and min. Pack of 50,
e30.OO at cat prices fl 4.95.

for money - many hundreds of
components lorjust fl 0.00.

fl 1,1,i'?f,;'3,'#t1;!1H,,?ffi ;f :'#ii*:,[il,f :?"HMOTOR + GEAR PACK
K579. This pack contains 10 assorted
battery powered motors (mostly 3V)
+90 gears etc. 16 60mm dia +worms
and shafts Amazing value at just
€7.95.
K588 Knob pack 25 assorted screw-on
and push-on for rotary and slider pols
in varying sizes up to 30mm dia. Only
fl.oo.

T,IIECIIYf ELIJ Payrent is accepted by cheque. postal order, cash inc lorergn cur.
rency b6nk nol6/book tokens/Accs/Vie/Connrcl
our slor6 have enormous stocks of componenls and our trade
counter is open from 9-5 30 from Mon-Sat. Come and see us!

ADDRESS, PHONE & FAX NUI\,4.
(4 tine) Fa( (0703) 236307 EMait:
093 (cwG)

27A PARK ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON, SO1 3TB EI @

PROJECT BOARD GL24
G724 2 ol type G711 mounted onto a rigid
baseplate with 3 coloured terminals. for power
connections Overall size 225 x 150mm

PROJECT BOARD GUI6
an additional strip ol
nto a rigid base plate
s. Oveall size 242 \

195mm
Price €19 95

I



his device was devised fgr lectures,
meetings and other occaiions where
speeches are to be made. li provides the
speaker with a way of seeing how much
time he or she has left and a 'near end of

speech] and 'end of speech' warning is given. This has
been used successfully at a recent conference The
unit is designed for battery operation to provide
portability.

The unit allows the user to load a down-counter
with the number of minutes the speech is allowed to
last (from 0 to 99 minutes). This instantly displays the
count and starts counting upon pressing the'START'
button The counter has a compare register on-chip
which can be loaded with a count and compared with
the present count after every clock pulse - if they are
the same, a pin on the chip is flagged high This
register is loaded with 3 to provide a'3 minutes left'
warning near the end of the speech. Wher.r the
counter reaches zero another pin is flagged high, used
to provide the 'end-of speech' warning The register
is loaded with 3 upon power upj along with a reset
to ensure the counter displays zero and stops there.
The counter can be reset to zero or restarted at any
time

To save power, a display control' switch is
provided, which holds the load register input low,
causing the counter to go into power-down mode"
This turns off the display and multiplexer oscillator but
the count continues and the flag outputs still operate.

(That switch should only be used once the counter
has been started and after that the start switch will not
reload the counter)

Construction
In constructing the PCB, follow the usualrules, linking
pins first, then diodes, resistors, IC sockets, Veropins,
s mall capacitors, transisiors, large capacitors. voltage
regulator and PCB headers.

Because CMOS devices are being used, IC
sockets should be used and be careful when handling

s.

NOTE:
1C1,2 = 40244
lC3 = 7217
1C4 = 1240
lCs = 2940
01 = 2N3906
02 = 2N39O4
03-6 = VN10L[4
D1'8 = '1N4148 or 1N914
LED1 = GREEN LED
DISP1 2 = 7 SEGMENT DISPLAYS

sw3
BESET

Rl2
200k

c4
22O!
16V
rr+

mTn
9V PP7

Fig. 1 Circuit diagram for Autocue.
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the devices - never touch the pins, and earth yourself
first by touching pipework in the house or anything
metalgoing tu ground. Avoid wearing nylon or acrylic
clothing which builds up static charge. For the displays
on the display board use cut-up 28-pin ROM sockets.

Use a right angled PCB header for connecting
the ribbon cable. Do not insert any ICs yet Make up
the PCB connectors: one 9-way ribbon to 10-way
sockets; the other, 10-way to lb-way cable, wirei
directly to the thumbwheel switches

The box is made by Vero which Incorporates an
aluminium front panel and battery compartment. The
battery compartment is designed to hold 4x A4 size
batteries, so this must be removed to leave only the
lid, allowing a PP7 battery to fit through the hole The
top of the case has two lamp holders, display bezel and
display control switch mounted on it Mount the
display PCB beneath thebezel using four M3 bolts,
and 15 mm standoffs. Place two foam strips beneath
the lid beside the display, for the battery to rest on with
the terminal c)ips wedged between the strips.

The front panel houses the START and RESET
switches, the thumbwheel switches, power switch and
LED. The holes should be cut first, then fix labels or
transfer and spray with a protective coating The push
button switches used for Start and Reset have remov-
able caps which allow legends to be placed on the
push button behind the cap.

Once all parts are in position, wire them up to
the main circuit board Veropins, mount the board in
the box with self tapping screws and plug all
connectors in. You are now ready for testing.

Testing
1 Connect the battery and check the voltage at the

output of the regulator. This should be 5V
Check that * 5V is present at the Vcc connection
to the ICs.

2. Socket the ICs, noting the handling procedures
described earlier.

3. Connectthebattery and turn on. The power LED
should light and the display should come on
displaying two zeros. If the display does not come
on, check the display control' switch is off. If the
display starts up on another count and not zpto,
press the reset switch.

4. Set the thumbwheel switches to 3. Press the START
button and the '3 Mins'lamp shoutd light. Press the
RESET button and the'3 Mins'light should go out
and the 'END' light should come on.

5. Try turning off display using the 'Display Control'
switch.

6. Set SW6 to the calibrate position (up), setthe count
to 20 on the switches and press start. Time the
length of time it takes to count down after the first
count. It should be 15 seconds - adjust VR1 until
this is the case, as accurately as possible When this
is accomplished, push SW6 to normal position
(down).
Note that the first count after the start button has
been pressed varies between 0 and 15 or 0 and 60
seconds (depending where the switch is).

7. Time the next count lor 60 seconds.
8. Set switches to 10 and press 'START'. Check that

'3 Mins' lamp comes on at 3 minutes and the 'END'

+5VTO
LAMPS

@ = vrnoetru @= ecertruxrr'ic N= auxtLtARY

Fig. 2 Component overlay for Autocue.
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lamp comes on at zero The '3 Mins' lamp should
go out at 2 minutes.

Modifications
If you would tike the "3 Mins' lamp to come on

at a different time, work out the BCD equivalent of
the time y6u want it to come on at and alter the PCB
to suit. Remember that anything that needs to go high
has to be connected to the corresponding common
line.

For example for
minutes:

DIGIT 1

0001

, ,'.iIT' BSq

the lamp to come on at 15

DIGIT O

0101

solder a 750R resistor where the auxilliary resistor
pads are.

Note: Cut between A,B,C and D as required, on the
component side and cut the common track on the
track side. The diodes are inserted with their cathodes
connected to the commons. (100 or 101)
The unit works accurately and reliably but it should
be noted again that the first count is likely to be
inaccurate - this is due to connecting the 7240 as

an astable multivibrator. Various methods of resetting
the timer were tried but its recovery from the reset was
random and uncontrollable.

The unit could theoretically last for atleast 24
hours used continuously, as long as the 'END' lamp
is not left on too long between speeches. If battery
power does get low (the display becomes fainter) turn
offthe display after starting the counter, and turn off
the unit between speeches

The original box contained a battery
compartment designed for 4 AA cells. These would
glve 2 2AH at 6V if Gold Seal batteries were used.
This could be suitable until the battery voltage
dropped below 5 45V For this reason a PP7 was
chosen as it allows for a larger voltage drop and is
cheaper than 4 AA cells, the only problem being that
the battery compartment has to be cut out.

The recommended box can be stood upright
with the front panel downwards. This allows the
displays to be seen better.

has the 4 and 1 inputs
conn on line and IC2b has the
1 inp common line. The other
inputs are grounded. Do not lorget to cut the
connections between 1,2 and 10u on IClb.

Alternatively, if you wish the warning time to be
variable, another thumbwheel switch could be used.
If you refer to the PCB overlay, the auxilliary pins and
pins A,B, C and D can be soldered in to connect to
the new thumbwheel switches. lk resistors must be
soldered from the BCD inputs to ground and diodes
must be inserted in the commons of the present and
new thumbwheel switches. You may find problems
with the auto-loading circuit after this. If this is the case,

,r'r 
011,b!$qtv ,Tlle.lhck ,rtp!! lothe cquntsr [qqd! a puLeevqry 

i
rninute, so,a,7l40,0t40ipiecislontimer is used foi thisrpulp0QE- rr

., - i]t..

pulse to the load counter input. Alter a few seconds have elapsed 02

:,,.q11!off;disabling 
the 3 mintltq coun!rartd enabling,lha{'umhwheel

swlt

To shp counting wh€n zero is reached, a resistor lR25l is.

connected between the time base output lIB0) on the timer and the

s low

worki

. : ttrgiioquemi tf,which.ii9et lV fiVl, R21 and C6. RVl is adiusted
I i to?cc{,Etafy,ietlher60secondclock r4e,Switch SW6 seLects either

15 second calibrate or normal 00 second operation.

i, , ed earl he,oounler providesitwo outputs to

, r i : Countq leached zero andthe counters register

is equal present count. These are active low. A pair ol VNi0LM
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: loeround l30mA witl oni lamp on, Thq regulator used is the 2940,

which is a 5V, low dropout device which will regulate right down to

,",.,"' vfung.b y fi{q. Thq sqv.en+egmenl displays
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,1N4l48oi lNgl4
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PROJECT REPORTS ... MANUALS ...
TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION

MicroDecign2 is a technical DTP program which
you can use to produce high-quality circuit
diagrams and technical reports quickly and simply.
MicroDeeign2 is available for PC compatibles and
for the Amstrad PCW
and drives 9-pin, 2&-
pin, inkjet and laser.
printers.

PRICE f59.95 inc VAT

lO Puk Street
Uttoxeter
Staffs
sTl4 7AO
0889 567160

CREATIVE TECHNLOGY

This advert produced entirely using MicroDesign2 on an Amstrad
PCV83I2, and printed on an HP Deskjct printer at this soale.

NAME

BINDEBS @ C6 80 each inc p&p

Total !,.... (Please make cheques/postal orders payable to A S p 
)

ADDRESS

Keep your copies in first class condition
Keep your collection of

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL

in mint condition with
these specially

commissioned binders
The price is just f6.80

which includes postage
and packing.

How to order
SE P.
B5

Hou mel

TELEPHONE ORDERS (24 HRS)
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kchtrips
Logic Analyser for
Home Computer

W[t,it]:ru'#.'"::lxl':1f :L'::T';l
continuously and simultaneously monitoring several
logic signals would be very helpful. There are ready-
built devices that perform this function, but since they
cost several hundred to several thousand pounds, a
cheaper alternative was required. One method would
be to use a row of LEDs, but it was felt it would be more
useful to have some means of storage and compu-
tational capabilities available, hence the use of a Home
Computer; in my case a VIC-20.

The circuit is based on two Octal Bus Tians-
ceivers, IC1 and lC2, permanently wired for one
direction only. These have tri-state outputs which are
enabled by taking pin 19 low. This is controlled by two

f)uring my hi-fi period some years ago, I had cause
L/1s 1e.k into the business of RIAA characteristics.
My objective was to achieve the least amount of error
in reproduction. I use the word error as distinct from
distortion as distortion usually refers to the waveform,
for example harmonic distortion and cross-dver
distortion. Whereas I imply error to mean amplitude
distortion as well as waveform distortion.

The RIAA characteristics specifies the play-back
characteristic from disc, assuming a petlect
carhidge/tone arm combination. Such a combination
would give an output proportional to frequency. The
cartridge after all is a simple alternator with limited

lines from the user port and a gating circuit based
around IC2, a quad two-input NAND gate. The
transceiver inputs come from a 16-pin test clip that
is clipped on to an IC in the circuit under test. The
crocodile clip is connected to the ground rail of the
circuit before attaching the test clip.

The computer program control has two main
tasks to perform : select which transceiver to enable,
and input data from the user port to be displayed on
the screen. The selection is controlled by the JOY0
line - HI for IC2,LOtorlCl - and is toggled by the
software. Inputting data is performed by taking CB2
low, reading the user port and returning CB2 to a high
state. The sampling process continues, repeatedly
switching between IC1 and IC2, taking in more data
and displaying it.

The hardware for this project can also be con-
nected to a Commodore 64 and a BBC since they
both use the same I,/O chips (the 6522) as the
VIC-20. The software however, will have to be
changed due to differences in addresses and
languages.
Neil Johnson, Northiam, East Sussex

Example Control Program for VIC-20

10 REM ANALYSER CONTROL PROGRAM
20 POKE 37148,224
30 POKE 37139,255
40 POKE 37138,0
50 POKE 37151,O
60 GOSUB 1OO
70 POKE 37151,4
80 GOSUB 1OO

90 PBINT CHR$ (147)
95 GOTO 50
100 PoKE 37148:t92
110 V:PEEK (37136)
120 POKE 37148,224
130 V$=" "
14O FOR P=7 TO O STEP-1
150 V$:V$+CHB$ (30+ABS (V AND
(2^ P)))
160 NEXT P

170 PRINT V$
18O RETURN

movement. If you turn it twice as fast you get twice
the voltage! In this case you can't turn it very far but
the principle is just the same.

The RIAA characteristic is in four bands recorded
from 20Hz-50H2 flat, from 50Hz-500H2 falling
6dB/octave, SOOHz-2KHz flat, and 2kHz-2OkHz
falling 6dB,/oct. This is shown at A in Figure 1.
Combining this with the rising characteristic of the
replay mechanism gives a requirement for the shape
in B Figure 1.

However its not easy to produce a filter network
where there are sharp corners as in Figure 1. The best
that can be produced without too much difficulty is

I
t'
I

RIAA Characteristic

lOOn I

"1"

TO USER PORT
sKl



a filter which is within +3dB Such a design is shown
in Figure 2. With its curve C plotted against the
required curve in Figure 1.

The circuit is a high stability low noise design
requiring not less than a 12V supply (not more than
25V). The transistors are not critical but they must be

of the low noise variety! The feedback network
appears between the emitter of the first stage (BC109)

and the collector of the second stage (BC479)

The effectiveness of the circuit is realised using
a tone generator followed by an RC network giving
the required 6dB/oct rise. The curve C was obtained
in this way. See Figure 3.

The circuit of Figure 2 does not include any
correction specified by the carhidge manufacturer. For
many moving iron (variable reluctance) carhidges this
correction is of the order of 47k in parallel with 220p
in parallel with the input of Figure 2.

The design in Figure 2 is not my design, however
I cannot recall where it came from and so cannot
acknowledge someone elses ingenuity. To that person
I apologise.
K Garwell, Stoke on Trent

Improved One-switch
Delayed Wiper

lllllllllr
30 60 125 250 500 1k 2k 4k 8k 16k 32k

5
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1

0
1

3
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tttrtrtttt
30 60 125 250 500 1k 2k 4k 8k 16k 32k

NOTE:
lC1 = 4O93
CONNECT PINS 12,13 TO GROUNO
lC2 = 4013
CONNECT PINS 4.6,8 11 TO GROUNO
lC3 = 555
O1 = 8D136
D1.2 = 1N4001
R5 = 2x1M0 lN SERIES

DIS

tc3
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f,urther to Steve Roberts'Design in Tech:Tips July
I - 

1990. I might suggest the following additions/
improvements.

To recap, intermittent action is obtained when pin
4 of IC3 is held high by the Q output of lC2.
On first switch on, a logic 1 is clocked to the Q
output of IC2, using the clock pulse generated by R1,
C1 and lClb/c. The Q output is therefore low,
resetting IC3 and ensuring continuous wipe by
energising RLA1.

A brief offlon after 3 seconds will clock a logic
0 to the Q output of IC2 as C2 will now have
charged. forcing pin 3 of ICla low. The Q output
is now high, enabling the 555 astable.

I found R4 unnecessary, and also that the 555

ETI NOVEMBER I99O

got rather hot driving the relay directly. Q1 prevents
this, and also allows one side of the relay coil to be
grounded. This means the three connections to the
board can be made via the relay terminals, allowing
easier connection with the larger incoming cables to
the unit. D2 shunts back any voltage generated by
other Electromechanical devices on the car. The
increased values of R5 arid R6 give a more suitable
delay of around 20 seconds.

The relay used was a '30A Accessory Relay'
purchased from a local DIY store for around f 2. The
unit was installed in an Escort Diesel Saloon in a

couple of minutes, and cost less than f9 including
ABS box.
David Geary, Romford, Essex



Car headlights reminder
A lthough circuits which perform this function
r lappear in the electronic press with monotonous
regularity, allthe circuits I have come across seem to
be very over-complicated, often using a couple of ICs
and several discrete components The circuit which
I have developed is very simple and robust, using only

five components including the sounder.
Operation is as follows: if the headlights are on,

point A will be at + 12V and C1 will change through
R1. Point'B'is also at + 12V, so thyristor SCR1 is not
triggered. If the car door is opened, point B will drop
to 0V, and C1 will discharge into SCRl's gate, thus
turning the thyristor on and sounding b uzzer BZ1, unlil
ihe door is closed or the headlights switched off. R2
is simply to ensure that there is enough current
through SCR1 at all times to keep it in the bn' state
If it is wished to leave the lights on, the door should
be opened first, before the lights are switched on.
When the door is opened, C1 will discharge as before,
but because point 'A is at 0v (lights off), the buzzer will
not sound and SCR1 will not latch on. If the lights are
now switched on, point A will rise to + 12v but C1
is effectively short-circuited by the gate-cathode
junction of SCR1. The current through R1 is far too
small to trigger SCR1 in this state, so the buzzer
remains off.

lf it is thought necessary, diode D1 can be fitted
to prevent the circuit from operating when the
passenger door is opened.

D Banham
Redbourn, Herts.

High voltage relay driver
fhis circuit was developed to allow me to make
I use of some 24V relays in a system which was

powered from a 12V supply. It relies on the fact that
a relay needs a much higher voltage to pull in than
it does to stay in once operated This circuits exploits

this fact by
supplying a high
voltage at the
moment of
switch-on. This
also has the
advantage that
the relay con-
sumes less power
than it would if it
was continuously
powered from its
rated voltage.

When the
relay is off, C1
changes to
+ 12V via D1 and
R1. When the

relay is energised by grounding point 'Pi, R2 and C2
supply a brief pulse of base current to Q1, which turns
on and pulls the negative terminal of C1 up to + 12V.
The junction of D1, Cl and the relay coil therefore
rises to + 24V, which is sufficient to fully operate the
relay contacts. C1 discharges through the relay coil,
which is then supplied with a 'holding' current via D1
from the +12V rail. Once C2 has charged Q1 will
switch off, allowing C1 to recharge and preventing a
continuous current drain through R1. D2 allows C2
to discharge safely when the relay is switched off

The component values given are not critical, but
here are some guidelines:
D1 and Q1 should be chosen to handle the relay's
rated current.
C1 should be sufficiently large to pull the relay in fully
when the circuit is operated.
R1 should be chosen to allow C1 to recharge in
between operations of the relay If it is only to be
operated infrequently then R1 can be made large. C2
and D2 can then be omitted unless power consump-
tion is absolutely crucial D. Banham

Redbourn, Herts.
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OMNI ELECTRONICS
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 sDX . 031 667 2611

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE WITH
SERVICE SECOND TO NONE

MUCH EXPANDED, BETTER ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE WILL COST f1.50 _ TO INCLUDE

VOUCHERS TO USE AGA!NST FUTURE
PURCHASES. TO RECEIVE A COPY, PLEASE

SEND YOUR REMITTANCE WITH YOUR NAME,
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBEB

REOUESTING A COPY OF THE 1990/91 OMNI
CATALOGUE.
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Millions of quality components
at lowest ever prices.

Plus Tools, Watches, Fancy Goods.
Mailorderonly.

Send 30p stamped addressed label
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1,700 offers to amaze you.

Brian J Reed Electrical
6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell

Epsom, Surrey KTl7 3EQ
Tel:0(7)1 223 501G
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his article takes a look at Sound Recording
design. We will briefly examine all facets
of the process, as the technical considera-
tions have rather a specialrelationship with
the rest ofthe design process, being crucial

but secondary, meaning the technical performance
of the studio must be entirely adequate for the
intended function. This comes a long way down the
list of priorities, though. Before we can talk about the
design process, it would be rather helpful to have a
more exact idea of what we mean by 'Recording
Studio'.

What is a Recording Studio? Here is a ponderous
definition - A recording studio is an assemblage of
equipment, spaces and persons such that a perform-
ance in sound may be created and recorded onto a
medium for later reproduction. The word studio has
two distinct uses: firstly in the approximate sense of
somewhere where study and work is done, hence
'recording studio and secondly in the sense of 'the
studio room', where traditionally the instruments are
played. The other essential space in the traditional
studio is the tontrol room', where the controls are
operated (Figure 1). Nothing is as clear cut as this any
more so I will describe some of the varying types of
facilities and what they are intended to do. First
though, a quick glance at multitracks

Multitrack Recording And Stereo
Multitrack recording is currently the predominant
method of musical assembly work. For those who are
not familiar with this, the general idea is to have a
recorder with many separate audio channels or traci<s-

- up to 32 is common, but more can be made
available by slaving two machines together to give up
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to 62 tracks (one track on each machine is commonly
used for synchronisation code, usually SMPTE code
(Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers).
Each track is used for a single musical part, or for an
assemblage of parts, having strings on two tracks in
stereo Ior example. This can be achieved either by
recording in sections or by 'reduction' or 'bouncing'
several previously recorded tracks onto one or more
other tracks. This is eventually mixed down to stereo
via the mixer, which will have a minimum of one
conhol channel for each tape back. This process does
not produce true stereo. Original Blumlein-derived
stereo recording is comparable to the process of
making a hologram, where a sample is made of the
whole sound at that position, the resulting soundfield
being reproducible to a surprising degree by two
speakers. Ambisonics (as against quadrophony)
continues this principle to add most of the character-
istics of the original space (Figure 2). Multitrack stereo
does not contain the phase differences preserved from
the original performance that enable true stereo to be
produced. All that can be done is to adjust volume
levels between the channels to give an impression of
the lateral positioning according to the Haas effect,
though attempts have been made to add variable
phase delay. This is not particularly important with
popular music, the bulk o{ which is now sourced from
assorted computerised instruments which don't have
any acoustic output at all to preserve, but makes a
mockery of some of the excesses of the hi-fi brigade
with regard to perfectly-reproducing something that
didnt ever exist. With classical material, the story is
different, as true Blumlein techniques are often
combined and balance each other with multiple
miking to control and balance each section. This is
tricky to implement effectively.



Studio Types
Various Sound Studio types exist. These are:

Home studio
A studio built in someone's home!. It is not in any way
a pejorative description. A lot of material is now being
made available to create quality in home studiosJhe
traditional down-market'demd studiq originally used
for low cost recording of demonstration material, is
rapidly disappearing, but we can make a distinction,
based on the general quality of output thus:

Semi-pro
A semi-pro studio will have the facilities to make
demonstration material and experiment with
production ideas without incurring the high cost of
using a professional studio.

Cutttng
Cutting studios specifically deal with transfer of mat-
erialfrom tape source to master discs, with appropriate
'final tuning' for best results. The number in this
category will drop as more direct digital material is
released on CD.

Pre-production
There are two main categories of pre-production
studio - MIDI based and 'track-laying' studios,
though they often merge indistinguishably. A MIDI
(Musical Instrument Digital Interface) studio is pri-
marily computer based, with a dedicated or soft-
ware-based sequencer controlling various sound
sources, keyboards, drum units and effects units. The
advent of low-cost fully digital mixers has meant that
a high level of automation can be applied, though this
can take more time than it saves. The whole lot will
be locked to a timing mechanism recorded on one
track of a multi-track recorder, which is then used for
synchronised vocal, guitar and other 'real' sound
sources that are at present not equipped with digital
l/O A track laying studio concentrates more on
providing excellent quality acoustic recording, usually
offering limited space and mix-down facilities, so that
the bulk of recording hours can be done at relatively
low cost. The output will normally be taken to another
(expensive) studio for Jinal polishing and mix-down.
Tiack laying studios now will offer MIDI facilities.

Mix-down
Mix-down or Remix studios specifically deal with the
reduction of multi-track material to finished masters,
usually stereo. A remix studio wi[ concentrate more
on making new versions from existing multitrack
masters. They will have heavy investment in sound
processors and modifiers, and often the ability to
synchronise several muhi-hack recorders to allow new
material to be added to the original but on a separate
tape, to maintain the original recording.

All of these can be constucted on a smallor large
scale, depending on the intended market and budget.
It is common for a particular studio to be able to cover
more than one of these applications, and large
complexes may offer all these facilities in-house.

Commercial Considerations
First we must consider the difference between budget
and cost. The budget is the amount you are willing
to pay to get the studio going, the cost is the amount
you end up paying. Happy is the man or organisation
where these two actually coincide.

Examining the market, there has to be sound
commercial reasons for setting up a studio, as against
bodies like the BBC, who do not have to consider the
market, as most material relates to internal consump-
tion.

The usual aspects of market research are taken
into account. These are typically - what do the
customers want, what do they like that is already
available, what don't they like, how far are they
prepared to go, how much are they prepared to pay,
what special features can be offered that will be
exclusive to this studio, and so on

Location
Location can be a very important issue. The desired
location will depend, in the flrst instance, on the
intended market for the studio. For example, many
studios are located for easy access by local clients.
Alternatively, some studios are located in the country
Ior a quieter working ambience. Such a studio would

Pro
A 'pro home studio is essentially a private professional
recording studio, with all the same design criteria
applying. Release material can be recorded.

Professional Studios
Sound to picture
These studios primarily deal with the addition of final
soundtrack material to the finished edited visuals for
movies and commercials. They will often have facili-
ties for recording large scale orchestralperformances,
while simultaneously projecting the film that is being
worked on. Equipment will include that necessary for
synchronisation of audio to film, and processing films
for Dolby Stereo or multi-channel formats.

Radio, Speech and drama
Radio studios have to deal with a broad range of
material. Small studios are used for voice material
such as interviews and drama, slightly larger ones can
also deal with small scale music recording. Speech
and drama studios are optimised in terms of acoustics
and equipment for speech recording. There are very
few studios of this type outside radio.
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Fig. 1 A typical small recording studio layout
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Fig. 2 Blumlein and Ambisonic recording techniques

normally be residential.
Size is another strategic decision. lf it is intended

to record orchestras, a very large studio will be
required. Many facilities have several studios within
them, offering overlapping spaces for difference types
of work.

Normally, studios require twenty-four hour
access lor arriving and departing clients. In some
special circumstances this might not be required. A
studio dealing with large-scale recording will have
good access for the transport of large-scale equipment

- stairs and narrow alleyways are inappropriate.

Noise
There are two aspects to this. Various people wanting
to build a studio in a residential neighbourhood have
discovered that neighbours will be most alarmed at
the prospect of having a studio near them, both
because they expect loud music (not the case) and
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the coming and going of lots of people (usually the
case). Secondly, it is generally not a good idea to build
a studio under the flightpath to Heathrow, under a

railway siding or next to an elevated motorway,
though if funds are unlimited it can indeed be done.

Parking is another significant issue. Not so very
long ago, a large and well funded studio complex in
Cenhal Londoh closed down after six months trading,
largely because it was situated in Piccadilly and there
was nowhere for anyone to park.

Planning permisslon
Studios usually require planning permission, and
specific permission may be granted only on various
conditions. These m'ust be anticipated before a com-
mitment to a specific locale is made Fire and sanitary
regulations will also have to be complied with,
dependent on the size of the intended studio and the
numbers of people usually there.
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Format
Choice of recording format is
something of a problem Some
available are shown in Table 1.

now becoming
formats currently

Table 1.
Tape Formats

Analogue
Stereo on O.125 inch cassette

Stereo on 0.25 inch tape
Stereo on 0.5 inch tape
2 track on O.25 inch tape
3 track on 0.25 inch tape
4 track on 0.125 inch tape
4 track on O.25 inch tape
4 track on 0.5 inch tape
6 track on 0.125 inch cassette
8 track on O.125 inch cassette
8 track on 0.25 inch tape
I track on 0.5 inch tape
8 track on 1 inch tape
12track on 0.5 inch cartridge
16 track on 0"5 inch tape
16 track on 1 inch tape
16 track on 2 inch tape
24 track on 2 inch tape
32track on 2 inch tape

Digital
Stereo PCM to Betamax
Stereo DAT
8 track on approx 8mm cartridge
12track on approx 0.5 inch
24track on 1 inch
32 track on 1 inch
24 track on % inch tape (DASH)
48 track on % inch tape (DASH)

The analogue formats have variations in tape
speed from 17s inches per second to 30 inches per
second, equalisation from NAB or IEC, and Nojse
Reduction, either Dolby A,B,C or SR, or DBX type
I or 2 The digital formats are all slightly incompatible
with regard to the details of the digital encoding. Small
wonder that dealing with tapes from another studio
can at times be somewhat problematic! Fortunately
there are only a few current real standards. .The
baseline for professional recording is 24 tracks on 2
inch tape at 15 ips with NAB equalisation, and this
formai is offered by more studios than any other. For
smaller studios, 16 track on Yz inch tape at 15 ips with
Dolby C has become a subsidiary standard Stereo
masters on quarter inch tape at 15 ips with NAB or
IEC equalisation can be dealt with just about any
where, so most studios wili be able to make these The

DAT machine has also made major inroads in smaller
professional studios, offering good results, though
many peop)e have unresolved doubts about the long
term stability of material recorded to this format.
However, at the top end of the market, when ultimate
quality and control are being sought, the decision as
to what format to choose is difficult, especially as the
price of top quality digtal equipmeni is very high, if
not outrageous. The market for multitrack digital
equipment is, by consumer market standard, mini-
scule, so the development costs are spread over a very
small number of sales. This may well change with the
introduction of the next generation of computer
equipment. whose speed and power, plus the
expanding size of digital storage media such as hard
discs. mag lead to the final demise of tape based
storage media" except for long term archive purposes,
and even here optical discs show great promise, as the
price comes down. Direct digital recording onto
erasable optical disc is now available at a reasonable
prlce. though only in {our-track format.

Technical Considerations
Usually commercial considerations will dominate the
choice of site. Thereafier the difficulty is achieving the
desired technjcal specification within the available
budget, Having chosen a suitable location the next set
of problems appear!"

External noise
In the last decade quiet has largely ceased to exist, so
wherever you decide to put a studio there is likely to
be noise. The site will have to be surveyed to deier-
mine what the base noise level is, what peak noise
level is, what frequency band it occupies and what
sources are. It is advisable to sample over at least a

week and all round the clock - in some locations
noises only appear at strange times of day, or when
the wind is blowing from a particular direction (aircraft
noise). Usually the main problems are traffic, trains
and planes. The combination of the data regarding
noise levels measured and the noise level required
inside will give the specification for the sound proo{ing
work.

Building construction
If buildlng from scratch, the actual work will need to
be designed by an architect familiar with studio
r"equirements. For example, the practice of putting
'butterflies' between rows of bricks in a cavitv wall ii
a definite no-no in studio construction, as it jestroys
isolation. With an existing building, it will generally be
necessary to construct some form of independent

TONGUE & GROOVE
MDF OR CHIPBOARD

I a ) FLOATING FLOOR WALLS

FLOOB TREATMENTS

Fig. 3 Floor treatments
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structure within the existing walls, and the building'
structure will need to be suitable for this, or modified
accordingly.

Internal noise
The likely noise sources within the finished studio
need to be evaluated and provision made to isolate
them acoustically. The noise from a soil pipe can be
picked up by a condenser microphone at remarkable
distances. . .

Floor loadings
Studio floors have to take a considerable weight. A
lot depends, as usual, on the exact use of the studio.
With an existing building, allowance has to be made
for sound treatment being laid on top of the existing
floor, as well as the loading to go on top of that. Often
the answer is a new floor, 'floating ' on top of the
existing floor or independently supported from the
walls (Figure 3).

External Noise Control
There is a very simple way of reducing noise trans-
mission, and that is to use 'non-resonant mass', lots
of it, in the way of thb noise source. Really there isn't
any other way to do it. The problem is that massive
construction is heavy, putting stress on existing
structures. It is costly and takes up space, so the
absolute minimum will be used commensurate with
the required noise reduction. As long as a wallis non-
resonant, it will absorb sound known as its Sound
Reduction Index - (SRI) which is proportionalto its
mass and the frequency of the impinging energy The
theoretical SRI will increase by 6dB at a fixed
frequency for the doubling of mass, and for a fixed
mass by 6dB per octave increase in frequency (Figure
4). In this diagram the 'mass law' is shown as the solid
line.

The amount of noise will have been established
from the site survey, and the required internal levels
will normally be established by reference to Noise
rating (NR) curves (Figure 5). In general, levels
between NRO and NR 35 will be needed, depending
on the application. For comparison, the levels in
typical living rooms are also shown (Figure 6) To
attain these levels requires some effort. The addition
of massive structures is fairly straightforward, but
keeping them non-resonant is harder. Getting light
and air to the work space is important which means
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removing the stale air, usually by ducting. Any gap
at all in the massive structure will completely negate
the purpose of the exercise, to keep the noise out, so
doors must have a good seal. There is usually two of
them in a sound-lock, so that noise does not enter the
studio area as people enter and leave. There are
specialist suppliers of doors, and having tried building
custom ones, I would go for the specialist every time!
Windows are another issue. People quite naturally
prefer to work with daylight. Most studios have given
up at this point, just imagine the window construction
needed to give the same sound loss as two double
brick thicknesses plastered walls This is shown in
Figure 7

studio and embarrassing results can transpire. So it
is better to keep control room and studio on the same
phase The cable runs have to be carefully planned,
usually with dirty power and lighting runs placed up
high, and clean power down low Audio cable run in
the middle of the wall at convenient height for con-
nections It gets complex when there are two or three
studios all needing clean feeds. Standard triac
dimmers are generally doubtfulassets in a studio, as
they broadcast radio and line noise

Electrical safety
In a studio there are a lot of people handling a lot of
mains powered equipment, so RCBs (Residual Cur-
rent contact Breakers) are a necessity Earthing
problems can be a nightmare, with loops being set up
atthe interface of professional and semi- professional
equipment. Double insulation has helped somewhat
with this (Figure 8), These are now unfashionable due
to the alleged effect on the sound fidelity, Personally,
I still use transformer , if, however, they are avoided
then lots of time will be required to get the system
quiet, and much care needed to keep it so

Electrical load
Studio recording equipment doesn't itself use a great
deal of power, but the associated lighting, heating and
air conditioning have to be considered within a large
complex, and so there can be a pretty heavy con-
sumption This in itself is unlikely to be a problem, but
the voltage drop on the main feeder from the Elec-
tricity Board supply when 50kW of air conditioning
cuts in and out at can be. It may be necessary to
arrange special feeds. Larger studios will need at the
very least back-up lighting to conform with safety
regulations, and almost all will have a backup gen-
erator capable of supplying the fuli base load of the
complex. The necessity of this is obvious, if you
consider the scenario of a studio-full of orchestral
musicians, say one hundred, all quite rightly on
Musician's Union rates, waiting for eight hours for
power to be re-established
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Electric Connection
Electrical Noise
It is normal to provide a 'clean feed' of electricity to
power allthe conholroom equipment, and this supply
will often be taken from a different phase from that
used to supply power and lighting for general use
within the building. The studio itself also requires a
clean feed and caution must be exercised here, as it
is not unknown for musicians to mix phases when
using their own equipment from control room to

UNBALANCED
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Fig. 8 Ground isolation by transformers
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Fig. 7 Window construction (Triple-glazed)
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a large floor standing design.
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APA
HIGH GRADE AUDIO

POWER COMPONENTS
End of Production Run Surplus at

Never to be Repeated Prices
To roida ! Power Transfo rmers

300w Type 3q:0-98v @ 4 amp 15-0-15 @ 1.5a 0-15 @ 200m/a Reg
100/o (wt 3%kg)'l65mm Dia x 32mm High

Price 818.00

500w Type 42-0-42 @ 5.6a 15-0-15 @ 1.5a 0-15 @ 200m/a Reg
6.50/o (wt 4kg) 180mm Dia x 36mm High

Price E22.00

800w Type 58-0-58 @ 13 amp 15-0-15 @ 1.5a 0-15 @ zoomla
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SEKAL ORPARALLEL
LOI]DSPEAI(ERS

Electrical Interface
:= - :=:rost critical items in an

= : =r::::a soeaker is the audio

-_-r- --:::i=: -hat is connected between

: _.:_.=.= 
a:d the source of the audio

This ce',.:: :::-. i:s :'uo inter-relatedfunctions.
First, it inc:::=== :-.. ::::llfier's output voltage to a

value that .?: ::::::a :he required diaphragm
movemeni S:::: : :: ::iects the speaker capacity,
and its assoc:=:.- :::=:ance. back to the output of
the amplifier .-:.e -.= -:.i-.rg material will show what
factors are im;.--::a:: --: how they affect the speakers
response

Turns Ratio
One of the ra; :a::::s in the performance of a
transformer is r:s ::::s rario. In effect this number
relates how rnar.; :r::.s there are in one winding to
the number of :-l=s :r another winding. Although it
is not specificalii s:a:ac in the tlansformer data sheets,
it is usually proi:ced. in some other forrn. For an
existing transformer ihe number can be determined
by measuring the ',oirage on each winding and then
computing their ratio That is:

\:V2lV1
where N is the turns ratio between the two windings,
V2 is the AC voltage across one transformer winding
and Vl is the AC voltage across another winding.

Besides increasing the primary voltages, the
turns ratio also increases the speaker capacity that is

reflected back to the audio amplifier. As an example,
suppose a speaker is to be driven by a 100 watt
amplifier. If the amplifier rating is produced across a

4R load, then its peak to peak output is 56.56 volts.
When this amplifier is connected to the 24 inch
speaker, this voltage must be increased until the plate
to plate voltage is 6250 volts. The ratio of these two
voltages will establish the tranformer turns ratio, and
in this example it is equal to 110.5

Once this value is defined it can also be used to
calculate the speakers reflected capacity.

Cp,i : C.pl. x (N) 2

where Cr.i is the speaker's capacity reflected to the
primary winding of the transformer, and C,rr, is the
plate-to-plate capacity of the speaker.

For the indicated speaker the reflected capacity
is equal to:

Co,i : (1.037 x 10 - ') x (110.5) r

--12.7x10-5 farads
A 12.7y capacitor will have an associated

impedance, at 100H2, of 125R. Power amplifiers used
to drive loudspeakers are usually designed for a load
impedance between 4R and 16R. Because this
calculated impedance value is very large, it will affect
the speaker's abilily to produce the required amount
of acoustic power. In addition to this a capacitor's
impedance is not constant. At 10kHz, for instance, the
value will have decreased to 1.25R. Not only can this
cause the amplifier to limit its output power, but the
capacitive load can also produce an oscillation in the
amplifier.

One way to overcome these difficulties is to use
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Electrostatic speaker with
multiple diaphragms. Photo
courtesy of the Sound Lab. Co, Utah.

several speakers. If each speaker is operated over a
reduced frequency range and connected to the
amplifier by a suitable crossover network the
impedance variation at the amplifiers output will be
less. Another solution is to break up a large diaphragm
area into smaller sections. Using this technique each
section is also connected to the amplifier by a
crossover network. As the {requency increases, the
area of the speaker will become smaller. More
information on this method wilt be presented in the
section on Segmentation.

Transformer Frequency Response
All transformers have frequency limits. Some, such
as power fuansformers, have very nanow bandwidths
that only occupy a few hundred Hertz. Others, used
in communication system!, can have a frequency
response that spans many MHz.

A transformer for a single diaphragm ESL should
have its limits located at 2OHz and 20kHz. For any
transformer the exact location can be determined by
dividing its frequency response into three regions.
Each region is then analyzed by using an equivalent
model that predicts how the transformer and its
associated load will perforrn.

l

From the US, Ronald
Wagner continues with'
the theory of
Electrostatic
l,oudspeakets and
s/r tages
af
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Mid Frequency Range
The best place to start analyzing a transformer's
response is in its mid frequency range. Within this
region the transformer is considered ideal and its
performance is determined by the turns ratio. To
establish an equivalent model the output winding
resistance as well as the load must be reflected back
to the input terminals-

Consider, for example, the circuit shown in
Figure 7a The resistance rg is the internal res'istance
of the voltage source (es). The resistance oI the input
or primary winding is shown as rp. On the speaker or
output side of the transformer, the winding resistance
is designated as rs. The speaker capacity is shown as
C.pk,'

An equivaient model is shown in Figure 7b. In
this diagram the two resistances (rg and rp) are
unchanged. As indicated, the secondary resistance
(rs) is referred to the input or primary winding by
dividing its value by the square of the turns ratio (N).
The speaker capacity is also reflected to the input, but
its value is multiplied by the square of the turns ratio.

Although this circuit does not look very com-
plicated, it can be simplified. For instance, most solid
state amplifiers have an rg that is less than one ohm.
The primary winding resistance is about the same
value and the two resistanc€s can be combined. The
output or secondary winding resistance is dependent
on the wire size and the number of turns. For a
transformer used in an elechostatic speaker, this value
can vary from 50 to 100R. When it is referred to the
input it becomes so smallthat it can be dropped from
the circuit. A{ter making the above modifications the
new circuit is shown in Figure 7c.

Electrically this circuit is called a low pass filter.
The output voltage, across the speaker capacity, will
decrease to - 3dB when the ref lected impedance of
the capacitor is equalto the combined value of rg and
rp If for instance, the winding resistance rp plus the
source resistance rs is equal to 1R, then the speakers

upper frequency response would be limited to 12.5
kHz. On the other hand, if this resistance was only
0.5R the upper limit would be extended to 25kHz.
Unfortunately kansformers are not ideal, and the high
end will be deiermined by a number of other factors.
The following section on High Frequency Limits will
describe some of the more important factors that
control the transformers performance in this region.

Low Frequency Range
A transformer's low frequency response is determined

factor in the low frequency unit. The low frequency
transformer model is shown in Figure 7d, and the
location of the - 3dB point can be calculated by the
following equation.

(6.29 x Lo,i)
equency in Hertz, Xs is the
equal to the sum or rp + rg
inductance of the primary

As an example, suppose a transformer has a
primary inductance of 1.5 mH (0.0055) II the
circuit shown in Figure 7d has an rg plus rp that is
equal to lR, the low frequency limit would be
equal to:

f :l/6(6.28x 1.5 x 10-3)
:106H2

High Frequency Range
As already stated, there are a number of other factors
that must be considered in establishing the trans-
former's upper frequency limit. The circuit shown in
Figure 7e indicates the majority of these elements. In
this type of circuit the unknown components are the
leakage inductance (Lr) the interwinding capacity
(C,*), the value of the secondary winding capacity
(C.) and the primary winding capacity (Cr).

The model, shown in Figure 7f, is an equivalent
circuit, with all of the secondary elements reflected to
the primary winding. This circuit can also be reduced
in complexity. For instance, the ESG secondary
winding capacitance (C.) is very small, when
compared to the speaker's capacity, and it can be
removed from the circuit. The value of the inter-
winding capacity (C,*) is the capacity between the
two windings. This value is not multiplied by the turns
ratio, but it can be moved to the input side of the
transformer, and added to Co. The combination is
shown as C1. As long as the source and the primary
winding resistance are very low C1 will not seriously
affect the transformer's upper frequency limit, and it
can be removed from the circuit.

In the transformer's mid-frequency range, the
analysis assumed that all of the magnetic lines from
the primary winding were linked to the secondary. In
actual practice this is not always true. The difference
between the number of magnetic lines, produced in
the primary, and the number that is coupled to the
secondary produces an additional parameter called
the leakage inductance. This inductance can be
calculated by:

Lr:2(1-k)L.
where L, is the inductance of the primary winding,
k is the coefficient of coupling between the two
windings, and L1 is the leakage inductance relened
to the primary winding.

In the mid-frequency range the value of k is equal

lgl

Fig. 7 Transformer circuit and electrical models.
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I
to unity. a..: --: -:-.;. l. equal to zero. As the
frequenc; l: : ::= r- : ::= . aiue of k decreases. If the
coefficient :: :: -: ; .: :s reduced to 95%, the
leakage rnc-:':- := ; :: -=. ro:

-::'--- 95 x15x10-3
:: : rl5x10-l
:-r,---'henries

As shc.,.:. : J :-:; ,: this leakage inductance
is in series .:..::. .. : :=:I::red load impedance. The
voltage acr.:: ::,. :::ai'er will be down 3dB point
when the :::.:= r:-.:a of Cp,i is equal to the
impedance :: : - = .=:..:ge inductance. The modified
circuit, sho',":. :: I :.^:a ig. is also a low pass filter. The
3dB poinl ca-. :: -:.::,ared by:

=l ::: _. ^C,pi,) 
l'2

:1 a 2: I:x10-ax12.7xl}-6)
:3 bla x -C'Hz

Because the pra,.::us calculations have indicated that
this transforrne : :.as a very poor bandwidth, for high
fidelity reprocuc:.:. jr can only be used for mid range
speakers To reproduce the bass and high frequency
portion wilJ requ:re a different transformer. If the full
audio specrrun'i :s ro be reproduced by a single
transformer then irs primary inductance must be
greater than the previous value.

Similarlg' rhe high frequency response can be
extended by- selecting a transformer with a lower
leakage inductance In some instances this can be
achieved by caref ultransformer design. On the other
hand, if the transformer has a high step up ratio this
may be very dlfficult One alternative is to use a
separate transformer with a lower turns ratio to cover
the high frequency range. Although there are a
number of other factors that are inter-related, this
would decrease the leakage inductance and extended
high frequency limit

Acoustic Performance
The major acousticalparameters of a loudspeaker are
its volume velocity, radiation resistance, power output.
frequency response, directivity and distortion This last
parameter is not usually a significant factor in the
performance of an ESL. The following section will
discuss the remaining parameters.

o Volume Velocity
This parameter indicates how much air the speaker
is moving. The volume velocity is obtained by
multiplying the diaphragm movement by the area and
dividing the result by the required time. That is:

U: At(6.28xd-_.) /tl
where U is the volume velocitjlh is the diaphragm
area and d,-, is the *r, value of the diaphragm
movement.
U : (0.372], x16.28x(1.59x10 3) x0.707110.01

:0.263 metresr /sec

O Radiation Resistance
The acoustic power from a speaker is dissipated in the
radiation resistance of the air load. Beranek's book on
Acoustics defines the radiation resistance (on both
sides of the diaphragm without a baffle) as being equal
to:

Ra: (i.9 x 10- 2 x a2 x po x <oa)/c3
where Ra is the radiation resistance in acoustic ohms,
a is the diaphragm radius in metres, po is the density
of air (1.19kg/m 3 

) o-l is 6.28f and c is ihe velocity of
sound in metres.

In the above equation, the value of a is for a
conventional round speaker. The equivalent area for
our square speaker would be0.344m'1 . The value of
Ra, for a24 inch speakei,-a1 100H2 is:

l
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Ra: [1.9 x lO-'zx (,34411 x (1.19) \. (628)41/ :345]r,
: 10.13 acoustic ohms

O Acoustic Power
The acoustic power produced by the speaker is equal
to the radiation resistance muttiplied by the square of
the volume velocity.

That is:

P:Rax U2
: (10.13) x(o.263)'?
:0.699 watts

If this number seems high, it's because it is. The
previous calculation for the volume velocity assumed
that the entire diaphragm moved the total distance
that separated the two plates. Due to the mounting
system this is far from hue. As an estimate, the average
displacement is about five to ten per cent of this
distance. To keep things simple a value of 0.0125
inches or 317.5 x 10- 5 metres will be the assumed
value. The corresponding volume velocity will be:
U:74.2x 10- r metress/sec. The radiated acoustic
power is: Pa: 55.8 x 10 - 3 watts.

The total power that must be supplied by the
source is equal to ihe power dissipated in the radiation
resistance and the power needed to move the
diaphragm. That is:

P.:P +P
where Pin is the input'iow& to tfie speaker, Pm is the
power required to move the diaphragm and Pa is the

rlelrlelcl
FREOUENCy lHz)

Fig. 8 Speaker output against frequency.

power expended in the acoustic resistance.
P,^:0.486+55.8x10- l

:541.8x 10- 3 watts

o Efftclency
When the input and output power are known, they
can be used to determine the speaker's efficiency. The
ratio of these two values indicates that the 24 inch
speaker has an efficiency at 100H2, that is equal to:

eff:Po,,/P,nx100
: (55.8 x 10- 3)/(541.8 x 10-3) x 100
:10.3%

where eff is the per cent efficiency.
At first this figure may also seem high It has been

stated thatthe efficiency of a conventional speaker is
between one and ten per cent, Some articles on ESLs
have also indicated that an electrostatic speaker's
efficiency is about the same value. The reason for this
discrepancy is a matter of definition.

In his 1955 article, P.J. Walker stated that:
"The true efficiency of an electrostatic speaker
is very high indeed, but it is difficult to realize
because of the large wattless current which has
to be provided due to the electrical capacity of
the loudspeaker."
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Fig. 9 Speaker directivity against wavelength and diameter.

To illustrate this point, the 24 inch speaker has
areflected capacity of 72.7p. The AC currentflowing
through this capacity is equal to:

i:(vxCo,1)/t
where i is the peak AC current flowing through the
speakers plate-to-plate capacity, v is the peak AC
voltage across the two plates and t is the time required
for the voltage to reach its peak value.

For an amplifier with peak-to-peak output
voltage of 56.56 volts, the peak current flow is:

i: [28.3 x (1.27 xlO- sll/ (2.5xLO- 3)

:l44xl0- r amps
If the RMS value of the input voltage is multiplied by
a similar value for the current, the result is the apparent
power. In other words,

Pupp:Vr-. x Ir..
where Puro is the apparent power being supplied by
the source.

P"ro : (28.3 x 0 .707) x (144x x10- 3 x 0.707)
:2.04 watts

When this value is used to calculate the speaker's
efficiency the result is a very small value.

eff : (55.8x lO-')/2.O4xlOO
:2.73%

Not only does this calculation reinforce Mr Walker's
statement about the speaker's efficiency, but the results
are frequency dependent.

o Speaker Frequency Response
The frequency spectrum that a loudspeaker must
cover can be divided into four areas. The cone or
diaphragm movement is controlled, in each of these
areas, by one or more speaker parameters. In Figure
8 the peak in section b is the speaker's resonant
frequency. This point is a function of the diaphragms
mass and ihe compliance of the mounting system.
The height of the peak is controlled by both the
electrical resistance (such as rg, rp and rs) and the
opposition produced by the diaphragm's air load (Ra).

Below the resonant frequency, in section a the
diaphragm motion in controlled by the compliance
of the mounting system. In this region the acoustic
output falls at l2dB/octave, and the speaker's output
is generally not useable

In the c region the output is determined by the
mass of the air load. Most text books indicate that its
performance is related to a factor called ka. The k
number is frequency dependent and is equal to
1.83x 10- 2 xf. The a term is the speaker's radius in
metres.

Over most of the c region, the reactance of the
air mass (Xm) rises in direct proportion to the
increasing frequency. It reaches a maximum value
when the ka factor is equal to one.

ka:1.83 x 10- 2 x f x a
f:1/(1.83x10-2xa)
:180H2

This frequency is a long way from the upper limits of
the audio spectrum, and some method must be found
for extending its value.

In a conventional speaker system the solution is
to use a number of speakers, with different sizes, to

cover the entire audio range. While this same
technique has been used in some ESLs there is an
alternative method.

Instead of using separate speakers the plate or
diaphragm area can be divided into a number of
smaller sections. Because the speaker's width
determines where ka will be equal to one, only this
factor needs to be made smaller. In the section on the
Dynamic Speaker it was stated that the power output
is a function of the volume velocity and the radiation
resistance. If the width is made smaller the length
should be increased, so that the area remains about
the same.

o Segmentation
Segmentation is the division of the plate or diaphragm
area into smaller sections As an example of this
technique, suppose the speakers 24 inch width is
divided into six sections. The widest part is 12 inches.
The rest of the speaker is divided into sections of 4,
2, I, O.5 and 0.25 inches. The total of these will not
equal24 inches. Some space is used to isolate each
of the sections. The remainder is needed for the
spacers that separate the diaphragm from the plates.
For the above sizes the corresponding upper
frequency limits are: 360, 930, 2.75k,4.3k,8.6k and
17.2kHz.

If each of these sections is combined through a
suitable crossover network, then below 360H2 the
entire diaphragm willradiate as one piece. Above this
value the output from the 12 inch section will decrease
and the remaining part of the diaphragm will continue
to supply the speakeri acoustic output. When the
frequency exceeds the 930H2 the speakers size will
again decrease and the four remaining sections will
continue to supply the acoustic output. As the
frequency continues to rise the output from each of
these sections will decrease, and at 17.2kHz onlv the
0.25 inch section will be acting as a speaker. ihis

n is very useful in maintaining
response and in providing the
tern.

O Directivity
In sound reproduction there is also a direct
relationship between the width of a speaker and the

ts-*#ffi
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DIAPHRAGM 1

DIAPHRAGM 2

Fig. 10 Multiple diaphragm electrostatic speaker.

highest frequency it must reproduce. While some
electrostatic speakers use a curved diaphragm, to
increase the radiation angle, a flat or planer speaker
must change its width to eliminate the beaming effect.
The polar plot, of figure 9, indicates a speaker's
radiation pattern as a function of ka. Because a
hemispherical pattem only occurs when ka is less than
one, the diameter of a speaker must be reduced as
the frequency is increased.

For instance suppose that it is desired to radiate
a2OkHz signal over an angle of -r90 degrees. The
wavelength is equal to:

Wavelength : (speed of sound)/frequency
:13440 inches/20000
:0.672 inches

To obtain the required radiation angle the
speakers radius must not exceed l/3 of the
wavelength. Although this would make the speaker's
dimensions equal to 0.224 inches, the 0.250 value
only produces a slight modification to the frequency
response and the directivity pattern.

Improving The ESLIs Performance
Some audiophiles have decided that an ESL does not
produce enough bass, and they have tried to modify
the low end by adding a conventional speaker. This
type of modification can produce a number of
undesirable effects. First, the bass will often be over-
emphasized. A conventional speaker can also destroy
the sonic balance that is an inherent in the design of
wide range electrostatic speakers.

Another problem with adding a conventional
speaker is the increase in the distortion content Most
ESLs have a distortion value that is less than 0.17o
A conventional speaker has a value that is ten to 100
times greater.

More Pourer
From a manufacturing standpoint, the acoustic output
of a speaker can be increased by altering its diameter,
cone or diaphragm displacement, the number of
speakers, or all three.

In an ESL speaker system some of the above
factors are difficult to change. For instance, when the
plates are moved farther apart, to obtain a greater
diaphragm movement, the reflected capacity will
decrease and the speakers impedance will rise To
compensate for this, the transformer's turns ratio must
be increased. Atthough this will restore both the
impedance and the AC field strength it will also
increase the transformer's leakage inductance. In
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addition to this, the charging voltage for the
diaphragm must be increased so that the same field
strength is maintained.

If the diameter is made larger, some other design
changes must be made. One critical factor is to keep
the diaphragm stable. In addition to this, the increased
size will require additional segmentation.

Multiple Diaphragms
The simplest way to produce more output is to add
additional panels. When two or more panels are
placed next to each other, and each is radiating the
same frequency, it increases the amount of air that is
being moved.

Volume velocity, which is the movement of this
air, is similar to the current in an electrical circuit. If
the current is doubled, by connecting two current
generators in parallel, then the voltage across the load
will also double.

Placing two or more speakers next to each other
is in effect creating a parallel configuration. The
volume velocity will increase, and this will develop a
greater acoustic pressure across the radiation re-
sistance. The result will be an increase in the acoustic
power.

The biggest problem with increasing the number
of parallel diaphragms is their effect on the speakeri
size. Two or three diaphragms, like the one shown in
Fig. 3, are reasonable. If the number is doubled above
this value, the speaker would be four feet wide. For
stereo this means that both speakers would occupy
a space of eight feet. Proper placement can only be
obtained by having a listening area that is very large.

An alternative solution, which will also increase
the bass response, but does not significantly change
the size is to place one speaker behind the other. See
Figure 10. The two speakers are now acoustically in
series with each other. The pressure produced by
diaphragm one is again increased by diaphragm two.
In an electrical circuit, this is similar to connecting two
voltage generators in series. The output voltage is
increased, and this produces a corresponding increase
in the current. Acoustically the increased pressure will
also increase in the volume velocity. The radiated
power for either configuration will go up by a factor
of four.

While it may seem relative easy to add a second
panel or speaker behind the Iirst, commercial
implementation actually uses two diaphragms. If the
two diaphragms are very close, less than 0.1 inches,
then the speaker will work as indicated. Should the
design prevent such a close spacing, then the rear
diaphragm must operate over a reduced frequency
range The reason for this requirement is sound
cancellation.

When the two diaphragms are in series the
outputs will add as long as they both have the same
phase. Because of the physical separation it is possible
to have the sound from the second diaphragm arrive
at the first in exactly the opposite phase. When this
happens the speaker will not produce any output.

While the Beveridge patent describes a speaker
that uses the technique of minimum separation. it is
not known if any were ever produced. The Sound Lab
Company makes the product shown in Figure 1 and
its frequency response is'limited to values below
350H2.

The use of multiple diaphragms, in an electro-
static speaker, should overcome any listener's
objection to their lack of bass. In addition to this the
speaker now maintains the correct tonal balance and
extremely low distortion. The result is a speaker whose
sound quality can only be duplicated by a live source.

E!
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Panel Engraving Service

I in the coupon stating clearly the code number, your
ress and your remittance made payable to: A.S.P.
s.

For the choice of colour you must add two letters to the end of the
Black panel, white lettering, RW - Red

- White panel, black lettering, WR -
The ultimateinpersonal service must be to offer a front panelmade to
your design requirements and this does not have to be limited to

custom service but we reckon it's worth it.
Here are some recent popular projects to start this brand new service
on its way, the prices are incluiive of VAI and postage and packing:
P9005-1 The Business Bass Amp 81,6.95
P9003-1 Superscope CRTPanel E 3.95
P9003-2 Superscope X shift Panel t 2.95
P9003-3 Suierscoire T/base E 4.95
P9003-4 Superscope Yl Input f 4.00
P9003-5 Y2 Input t 4.00
P9003-6 All 5 boards El7.95
P9001-1 FG f 5.00
P8910-1 Multimeter f 5.95

--r------I Please suoolv photocopies of the followins articles from IPlease supply photocopies of the
ETI (complete in block capitals):

ng articles from

Title

Month

I enclose a cheque/postal order made out to ASP Ltd. to
the value of f'1.50 per photocopy ordered.

Total remittance f ........ Date

Address

P9007-1 Decision Maker f 8.95

TELEPHONE ORDERSE 0442 665s1

Tte

G,;;;;,;;- ;-;,;J
; Please supply P9003- I Colour arv ................ @ f 3.95 II Please supply P9003-2 Colour Otv ................ @ f. 2.gS I

ETI Reader Services, Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, Hp2 7ST

Please supply P9007-1 Colour ............... Oty @ f 8.95
Cheques/P.O. payable to A.S.P. or debit my Access/Visa

Total f ...................

l-
I es. Argus House, Boundary Way,I :il*l, Hpz zsr {/
I Allow 28 days for delivery crh
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Midi Activated Noise Gate

lc4 = LM136oON 9V

SK2
MIDI OUT

o1

c2
P N TT

tc2
PNS 5,68

c1
1O0u

sKl
MIDI IN

5

01 = 8C337
D1 = 1N4148

A normal noise aate is an electronic switch that cuts
Atn" audio pati unless an input signal above a
certain levelis preseni. This gives a simple but effective
method of noise reduction, with the signal (and the
background noise) being cut off during periods when
there is no significant input level, and the noise would
be very noticeable. Most noise gates are not actually
true gates, in that they do not provide a simple on/off
switching action. In order to make the gating action
less obvious they noimally have a rapid attack and a
slow decay, with the signal being faded out rather than
simply being switched off. In order to minimise any
switching click during the attack period of the gate,

either delayline or zero-crossing techniques are often
used.

This noise gate takes a slightly different
approach. It is only intended for operation with
musical instruments which are equipped with a MIDI
interface. It is much like a simple conventional noise
gate, but with the important difference that it responds
to the presence (or lack) or a MIDI signal, rather than
being triggered by the audio input signal. This has a

potentialflaw in that it is possible for a system to reduce
MIDI messages at times when there is no audio signal.
For example, timing messages are sometimes sent
when there is no audio activity. In practice this is not
a major problem, and may wellbe something that can
be totally avoided with no difficulty.

An advantage of this method is that the start of
the MIDI signal seems to precede the start of the audio
signal. It would be impractical to check this unit with
dozens of pieces of MIDI equipment in a variety of
setups, but on trying the unit with several MIDI
instruments in a few different arrangements, the MIDI
signal always seemed to slightly lead the audio signal.
The importance of this is that it gives minimal clicking
each time the unit is activated, without the need to
resort to zero-crossing or delayline techniques It
combines the simplicity oI a very basic noise gate with
the click-free operation of a more sophisticated type.

My original circuits included some MIDI decod-
ing to sort out the note-on and note-off messages from
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the other types, but even the very short time taken to
decode a MIDI bgte seemed to degrade performance,
with strong switching clicks often being produced. The
final design therefore responds to all MIDI messages,
but operates very rapidly. In fact the gate probably
switches on before the start bit of the first byte has been
completed

lC1 is the opto-isolator at the input of the unit
Some of the output signal from IC1 drives a MIDI
output socket, or a 'THRU' socket as this should be
called in strict MIDI jargon. This enables the unit to
be easily connected into a system using the 'chain'
method of connection. IC2 inverts the output from
IC1, giving an output that is low under standby
conditions. When a MIDI signal is received a few brief
positive pulses are produced by lC2. These are used
to charge C2, and due to the low output impedance
provided by Q1, the change rate is extremely rapid,
The discharge time is very much slower, and ls con-
trolled using RV1. The optimum decay time depends
on the type of music being played, and RVl is

adjusted for the shortest time that will not result in the
unit cutting off notes prematurely.

IC3 acts as a buffer amplifier having a very high
input resistance, so that the high impedance signal
from C2 can successfully drive the relatively low input
resistance at the control input of the voltage controlled
amplifier (VCA). The latter is connected in the audio
signal path, and is based on one of the transconduct-
ance amplifiers in IC4. This is an LM13600N, or the
virtually identical LM13700N. This is used in the
standard non-inverting mode. For a stereo noise gate

the unused section of lC4 can be used in a seCond and
identical VCA, also controlled from IC3.

The current consumlition of the circuit is about
12 to 13mA. This necessitates the use of a reasonably
large 9 volt battery, such as six HP7 size cells in a
plastic holder. Construction of the unit should not be

difficult, but remember that IC2 and IC3 are both static
sensitive devices. Tiy to keep the MIDI circuitry well
sefrarated from the audio circuitry so that there is no
significant stray coupling from one to the other

't

Robert Penfold
p.reseflfs a variety of
circuits ta
manipulate yaur
InUSJC
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Envelope Modifier

sK1 C2lN 470n

NOTE:
lcl.2.3: LF351N
01 : BF244B R9o1,2 : OA91 lMO

c7
1O0n

sw1
IN/OUT

ahere are a number of factors which control the
I nature of sounds, not the least of which is the

envelope. In other words, the way in which the sound
varies in volume over its full duration This has a more
radical effect on sounds than you might expect, and
modifying the envelope of a sound can totally change
its character. This envelope modifier is primarily
intended for use with an electric guitar, and its main
purpose is to slow down the attack phase of the guitar's
envelope. This normally has a very fast attack time
and a high initial volume level, giving the characteristic
'twang' sound. Slowing down the attack phase,
together with the slightly reduced initial peak volume
level that results from this, gives a milder sound It
gives what in many ways sounds more like some kind
organ than a guitar. With a very long attack time the
sound is quite weird, and is not really like any normal
acoustic instrument, apart from one where the player
has full control over the dynamics and can obtain any
envelope shape (within reason). Woodwind instru-
ments are sometimes played to give a slow build-up
in volume on each note, so as to obtain what might
be termed a'haunting' effect, and this is probably the
nearest equivalent to this unit used with maximum
attack time.

The circuit is based on a voltage controlled
attenuator (VCA) based on Q1. This transistor is a
junction gate field effect (JFET) type, and it operates
here as a voltage conholled resistor. Under quiescent
conditions its gate and source terminals are both at
earth potential, and with zero gate bias Q1 is turned
hard on. It therefore has a drain to source resistance
of only a few hundred ohms, and there are large losses
through R6, which is the passive arm of the VCA. The
main signal path is through the input amplifier based
on ICl, the VCA, and the output buffer stage based
on IC2 IC1 provides about 20dB of voltage gain, but
this is only required with low output guitar pick-ups
With high output types R4 can be made lower in value
(say about 10k). It is probably worth experimenting

a little with various values for R4 in order to find one
that gives really good results. RV1 is an output
attenuator, and this is adjusted so that there is no
obvious change in volume when the effect is switched
in and out using SW1.

As described so far, the unit simply attenuates the
input signal. ln order to obtain the desired envelope
shaping a suitable DC control signal must be applied
to the VCA This signal is obtained by amplifying the
output from IC1 and feeding it to a rectifier and
smoothing circuit. This is the function of IC3, D1, D2,
etc The result is a negative bias across R5 and C9
which is roughly proportional to the volume of the
input signal With a high input level the bias is large
enough to switch off Q1, and enable the signalto pass
with minimal Iosses. As the input level decreases, the
losses through the VCA increase.

On the face of it, this lets the signalthrough with
no change in its envelope shape, except perhaps a
slight exaggeration ofthe shape. The elongated attack
phase is obtained by including RV2 at the output of
IC3, so that the charge rate of C9 is increased. The
higher the value of RV2, the longer the attack period.
In practice it might be found that RV2 can not be used
at or close to its maximum value, due to it introducing
excessive losses However, quite long attack periods
can be obtained with RV2 set comfortably below the
point at which this occurs

Construction of the unit present few problems,
and none of the semiconductors are static sensitive
types However, bear in mind that Dl and D2 are
germanium types, and are less tolerant of heat than
silicon diodes. The current consumption of the circuit
is about 6mA, and a PP3 size 9 volt battery is suitable
as the power source. SW1 should be a heavy duty
push-button type mounted on the top panel of the
case so that it can be operated by foot. The case
should obviously be a fairly tough type, and a diecast
aluminium type is ideal.

Springline Reverberation Unit
imate in artificial rev
be httle doubt that
unit is required. Alter

generating this effect do not seem to be able to
compete in terms of quality. On the other hand, effects
units that use high quality digital delay lines have
remained relatively expensive, and are well beyond

the budget of many. Due to the digital origins or their
sounds, some modern electronic instruments now
have built-in digital effects that are implemented at
minimal extra cost. These represent what is probably
the best low cost approach to the problem, but therl
can be difficulties if you are using several instruments.
not all of which have buih-in digital effects. A mixture
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of some sounds with rer e::eradon and some without
is not likely to give very ccl incing results, and few
instruments with bu:,r-:: r:gita) effects have any
provision for process:ng exrernal audio sources.

For the electron:cs enthusiast there is an
inexpensive approach :o :le problem in the form of
springline units. These a:e available at quite low cost,
and require only a sraaii amount of inexpensive
electronics in order ro prociuce a practical reverbera-
tion unit. The aud:o ouaiity of a springline reverbera-
tion unit does nor march that of a good digital unit,
or even come close io:t The quality is good enough
for most purposes rhough. and despite what some
might say. these un:ts actually provide quite a

convincing reverberatjon effect.
A springline unir consists basically of two

electromagnetic transducers, with two springs pro-
viding a mechanjcal coupling between them. The
audio signal fed to the input transducer is converted
into vibrations which travel down the springs to the
output transducer Here they are converted back into
electrical signals again. The point of using springs to
provide the coupLing is that they significantly delay the
vibrations. and using two springs provides two dif-
ferent delay times. Combined with the vibrations
being reflected backwards and forwards along the
springs until they gradually die away, this gives an
output signal which provides a good reverberation
effecl.

In this circuit IC1 acts as a smallpower amplifier
which drives the input transdu cer. There is a conflict-
ing interesi here in that a high drive level minimises
problems with microphone, noise, and feedback, but
a low input level seems to give noticeably better audio
quality from most springline units. In this case a small

NOTE
tc1 = LM386N
tc2 = LM351NR2

1M0

power amplifier is used to drive the input transducer,
but R4 is used to reduce the drive Ievel somewhat

IC2 is used as a summing mode mixer at the
output of the unit. One input of the mixer is fed with
the unprocessed input signal. The other input is fed
with a controlled amount of the reverberation signal.
RV1 is the reverberation level control. Due to the
substantial Iosses through the springline unit, R6 has
been given a value that provides about 26dB of boost
to the reverberation signal. This permits a very strong
effect to be obtained wiih RV1 fully advanced. A
common problem with springline reverberation units
is that of a rather dull sounding output. This is caused
by the higher losses through the springline at high
audio frequencies. This can be counteracted by some
equalisation, which is the purpose of C5 and R5. It
is worth experimenting with different values for these
components, since the optimum values depend to
some extent on the particular springline unit used, and
this is also, to some extent, a matter of personal
prelerence.

The current consumption is about 8mA under
quiescent conditions, but it rises somewhat with high
input levels, A medium capacity battery, such as six
HP7 slze cells in a holder, is suitable as the power
source Construction of the unit is straightforward as
far as the electronics is concerned, but the size of the
springline (even if it is one of the smaller type)
complicaies the mechanical side of things. A 19 inch
rack-mount case is ideal, but likely to be quite costly
A simple DIY case is likely to be more cost effective.
In use. try to keep the unit away from loudspeakers,
mains transformers, or any sources of electro-
magnetic signals or loud sounds.

t:]t-{
E5ra
r-lll
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Guitar Thner
f his guitar tuner is relatively simple, but it achieves
I good reliability with virtually any electric guitar.

The unit is easy to use, and has a centre-zero meter
as the tuning indicator. It is basically a matter of setting
the unit to the right note, twanging the appropriate
string, and then adjusting the guitar for zero reading
on the tuning meter

Although, on the fact of it, a guitar tuner can be
very simple (basically just a frequency to voltage
converter) , in reality there is a slight complication. The
output waveform from a guitar changes considerably
during the course of each note, and is usually some-
thing less than straightforward. The harmonic content
is quite high, and at times one of the harmonics seems
to dominate the fundamentalfrequency. This stightly
complicates matters, as frequency measuring circuits
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fed with such a signal can tend to measure one of the
harmonics at times, giving erratic results. Fortunately,
the problem can be easily overcome, and it is basically
just a matter of using some lowpass filtering in order
to attenuate the harmonics so that they are always
significantly lower in levelthan the fundamental signal.

ICla and IClb provide two stages of
amplification at the inputof the unit IC1 is a non-
inverting mode circuit which has a voltage gain of just
under fifty times and gives an input impedance of
about 50k. This is intended for use with a low output
guitar pick-up. For a high output type R4 should be
reduced to about 15k, which will give a voltage gain
of about four times. IClb is an inverting mode circuit
which has a voltage gain of about one hundred times,
and which clips the output signal. The lowpass filtering



is provided by C7, C8, or C9, depending on the
setting of note selector switch SW1 A compromise
filter capacitor value for all six notes failed to give good
results, which led to the use of three switched
capacitors. C7 provides filtering on the two highest
notes, C8 is the filter capacitor for the middle two
notes, and C9 provides the filtering on the lowest two
notes.

The output from IClb drives a trigger circuit
based on IC2a, and having a large amount of
hysteresis provided by R10. This circuit in turn drives
a simple frequency to voltage converter. The latter is
just a simple low power 555 monostable circuit based
on IC3, followed by a smoothing circuit (R13 - C11)
IC2b acts as a buffer stage between the smoothing
circuit and the meter circuit. RV1 to RV6 provide a
series of voltages that are equal to the voltages from
the frequency to voltage converter when each of the
six correctly tuned guitar strings are played. With a
note selected using SWl, and the appropriate string
plucked, there should be zero volts across the meter
circuit. If the note from the guitar is too high there will
be a positive deflection of the pointer - if the note
is too low there will be a negative deflection. Adjusting
the guitar f.or zero deflection of the meter is a very
simple task, and should ensure accurate tuning. R15,
R16, D1 and D2 protect the meter against strong
overloads.

The frequency to voltage converter requires a
well stabilised supply if it is to provide consistent

results. A stabilised 12 volt supply is derived from the
18 volt battery supply (2 x 9 volt batteries in series)
by a small 12 volt monolithic voltage regulator. The
current consumption is only about 7mA, and small
(PP3 size) batteries are adequate as the power source

Construction of the unit should not present any
major difficulties. RV1 to RV6 should preferably be
multi-turn trimpots, as they need to be adjusted with
a fair degree of precision. Note that D1 and D2 are
germanium diodes, and are more vulnerable to heat
damage than silicon types. Take due care when
connecting them. None of the integrated circuits
require any anti-static handling precautions. On the
prototype ME1 is an inexpensive 125 - 0 - 125mA
type (Maplin LB69L), but a 100 - 0 - 100mA meter
can be used if preferred and by virtue of its larger scale
should provide slightly better accuracy. The easiest
way to adjust RV1 to RV6 is to first tune the guitar
accurately against a set of pitch pipes (or whatever)
The guitar can then be used to provide six accurate
notes so that RV1 to RV6 can, in turn, be adjusted for
zero deflection of the meter with the appropriate note
being played. Do not worry if there is a large negative
deflection of the pointer under standby conditions, or
when a note has largely decayed. This is due to there
being zero output from the frequency to voltage con-
verter with no input signal or a very low input level,
and is quite normal This makes it clear when the input
has decayed to an inadequate level, and avoids
confusing readings with small input signals.

FJ'"7
JI

I I'*" I

NOTEI
|C1,2 = LM358N
lC3 = TLCSSC
lC4 = uA78L12
D1 2 = OA91

Tremofuzz
f\ oming up with a new guitar effects unit is probably
Vbordering on the impossible, but it is certainly
possible to do some useful reworking and combining
of old ideas. The Iuzz' or distortion effect has remained
quite popular with guitarists over the years, and it
probably represents about the cheapest and easiest
means of substantially changing the sound of an
electric guitar. Some distortion effects are much more
musicalthan others, and to my ears at least, the 'soft'
distortion variety sound substantially better than those
that provide hard clipping or simply convert the input
signal to a basic pulsed output waveform.

This effects unit is basically a soft distortion type
'fuzz' effects unit, but it has the addition of a tremolo
effect on the distortion. The unit consists more or less
of a soft distortion unit feeding into a hemolo unit, with
the processed and unprocessed signals being rnixed.
The effect this provides is a rhythmic distortion which
comes and goes at a frequency which is controlled via
the tremolo rate control. This gives a sound that is in
some ways more interesting than straightforwardluzzl,
or plain tremolo come to that. This effect is not well
suited to alltypes of m usic and playing, but it can give
good results if used in the right context, and is certainly
worth giving a try

The distortion is provided by IC1 and ICz. IC1
acts as an input stage which provides an input imped-
ance of about 50k and a voltage gain of about 23. This
is for use with a low output guitar pick-up, and lower
voltage gain will be needed if the unit is used with a
high output type. The closed loop voltage gain of lC1
can be reduced by making R3 lower in value. A value
of 10k (giving a voltage gain of two times) is suitable
for most high output pick-ups. IC2 operates as an
inverting amplifier having a voltage gain of about ten
times, but the inclusion of D1 and D2 in the feedback
network results in clipping on output signals of more
than a few hundred millivolts peak to peak. In practice
this means any input signal, except where a note is
allowed to decay for a few seconds This gives the
required distortion, and by using germanium diodes
for D1 and D2 it is soft clipping that is obtained. Soft
clipping is obtained simply because the forward
threshold voltage of a germanium diode, unlike a
silicon type, is not sharply defined. This gives reduced
high frequency harmonics, and a less harsh distortion
eflect.

IC3 is a simple summing mode mixer. It com-
bines the unclipped signal from IC1 with the clipped
signal Irom lC2, after the clipped signal has been fed
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through the tremolo section of the unit. RV1 is an
output attenuator, and is adjusted for an output level
that is comparable to the output signalftom the guitar.
This avoids any obvious change in signal level when
the effect is switched in and out using SW1. This switch
simply connects the output socket to either RV1 or
the direct signal {rom the guitar.

In the tremolo section of the unit IC4 acts as a
voltage controlled resistor. which forms a voltage
controlled attenuator (VCA) in conjunction with R12.
Note that only one N channel FET of IC4 is used, and
the other sections of the device are ignored. The
triangular control signal for the VCA is generated by
IC5, which operates in a standard configuration which
has one amplifier acting as a Miller integrator and the
other functioning as a Schmitt trigger. RV2 is the
tremolo rate control, and it gives a frequency range
of about 5Hz to 0 5Hz. RV3 must be adjusted to give

the best effect. This is likely to be with the wiper set
just far enough up the track to give a reasonably deep
tremolo effect on the distortion signal. Power is
provided by a 9 volt battery, and as the current
consumption is only about 7mA a small (PP3 size)
battery should suffice.

Construction presents few difficulties, but bear
in mind that D1 and D2 are germanium diodes, and
ai such are more vulnerable to heat damage than are
modern silicon types. IC4 is a CMOS device and
requires the usual anti-static handling precautions.
Units of this type are normally housed in diecast
aluminium boxes, which are very tough and provide
good screening from mains hum. SW1 should be a
heavy duty, successive operation, push button switch,
mounted on the top panel of the case so that it can
be operated by foot.
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FOI]RTRACK
CASETTERECORDER

aving an interest in music and elec-
tronics over the years I have as a bne-
man band' been using various recor-
ders to create songs by transferring

r track

However since the price of these machines is in
the hundreds of pounds range I decided to design my
own system.

Any standard mono or stereo two-head cassette
deck (except Sony, whose head mountings are non-
standard) can be used and the erase and record,/piay-
back heads easily replaced. These decks are available
cheaply from many sources.

Features
The main features of the unit are as follows :

O A standard cassette recorder deck running at
17aips enabling playback of standard cassettes.
o Four microphone inputs and four line level inputs,
with each channel having independent level and pan
controls and overall stereo master fader control.
o Headphone monitoring of main stereo outputs or
of each separate track via four adjustable tape cue mix
Ievels.
o Recording on any individual channel or in specific
stereo pairs with automatic VU metering of all record
and playback channels.
o Remote controlrecording switch and safety record
interlock switch.
a Baitery operation for portable use. Also provision
of an automatically switchable 12V DC adaptor
socket.

Tbm Scarff builds a
four channel recording
system ) 

- 
tracks {rom machine to machine

Recently I decided to move to a four t
cassette system to enable me to record individual
tracks and have complete control of the mix-down
process.

Is

cr3 |
1o0 I

1u0 r--lt_

lr i lm'
TAPE 1 OUT

R27 C31
47t luo

Fig. 'l Circuit diagram of Record/Playback amplifier (one channel onlyl and
associated cilcuitry
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O Four independent tape out sockets allowing
transfer of discrete tracks to another tape recorder oi
via a separate mixer for equalisation before mixdown.

Circuit Description
RECORD
The record/playback relay RL1 is operated by the
series combination of a toggle switch, a cassette record
micro-switch and an optional external footswitch.
When operated the normally open contact of the relay
closes and provides a path to ground to switch on the
bias/erase oscillator and to switch the LM1818 IC
record/play logic into the record mode. The
recordlplayback head is grounded internally via pin
2 of lC7

The components C11, C13 and R13 provide a
time delay system which is used to suppress clicks
when switching between record and playback.

A low level recording signal can be fed to the
microphone input socket where it is amplified with a
midband gain of (1 + R6lR5).

A line level signal can be fed to t
socket, thus overpluging the mic. feed
the extra noise contributed from the
preamplifier.

Both microphone or line signals are fed directly
to the headphone cue amplifier IC2, and via the slider
fader to the internal record output amplifier and meter
circ uits.

For ferric-oxide cassette tapes the DIN record
equalization standard requires a flat response above
50 Hz (3180 rc) with a 6 dB,/octave boost below 50
Hz and this is provided by the components R15,C23

The low output impedance of the record ampli-
fier in combination with C22 eliminates the bias
voltage without the need for any additional bias-trap
circuit.

Bias/Erase Oscillator
Each channel has a DPDT relay which switches the
amplifier between playback and record, it also

ETI NOVEMBER I99O

switches on the oscillator whose output (pin 1) is fed
to the heads of channel 1 or 3 ; and 2 or 4. This allows
recording on any individual channel or on specific
stereo pairs.

In record mode the oscillator output is fed to the
erase head and via the series combination of C2O,
RV1 to the record head.

The dummy erase heads, consisting of the series
combination of L3 and RV3, on channels 1 and 2 pro-
vide a constant load across the oscillator no matter
which channel or channels are in the record mode.
This maintains a constant output voltage from the
oscillator allowing the bias level, once set, to remain
constant.

Playback
The DIN standard for ferric-oxide coated tapes
specifies 3dB corner frequencies of 50 Hz (3180 rc)
and 1.326 kHz (120 rc).

In the playback mode the normally closed (NC)

*ffi

ffiefr
rffire
$-*ffi

Fig. 2 Component overlay
for Record/Playback
amplifier showing
interconnections

TO
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TO Ol
REC/P B

to"H*Lrt""

Fig. 3 Component overlay for Bias/Erase oscillator, PSU and Headphone Amp (some components shown for one

channel onlyl

TO ERASE &
RECORD HEAOS

I
*

.,...".,.-,.,,*cay,-..,.,',,,.,'*1'1

Fig. 4a lnterwiring of channels with Bias/Erase oscillator (boards shown component side)

* NOTE DUMMY LEAD IS
NOT REOUIBED ON CH 3 & 4

M
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ffi
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PCBCHl &2

Fig. 4b wiring circuit for Bias/Erase oscillator and connections to Dummy load

The signal across the fader is fed directly to the
Headphone Cue volume control, allowing pre-fader
monitoring of the channel.
Slide fader output is connected to the meter drive
circuit and the internal output amplifier, has a mid-
band gain set to (1 + R76/Rl4l . The low frequency
cut-off corner is set by F : 7/ (2n Cl2 R14).

The internal playback output amplifier is wired
to a channel-out phono socket, allowing transfer of
individual channels to an external mixer or tape
recorder. It is also connected to the pan control and
associated components, R25 to R28, allowing the
mono output to be panned either left or right to the
two line-output amplifiers IC3 and IC4.

The gain of the left and right line output
amplifiers is set by R29/R27 andR32/R28 respec-
tively. The amplifiers feed a pair of jack-sockets via
a stereo master fader.

A full components list and buylines will be
published at the end of the second part next month.

Il-,

ELEI
COMPONENT

CATALOGUE

. ONE OF THE LARGEST RANGES OF COMPONENTS IN THE UK

. EAST AND EFFICIENT SAME DAY PERSONAL SERVICE

. VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES; QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

. DISCOUNT VOUCHERS INCLUDED

O NO MINIMUM ORDER

FILL IN THE COUPON AND POST IT WITH YOUR CHEQUE, PO Erc
FOR fI.5O TO RECEIVE YOUR CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS
CATAI-OGUE

BIGGE 9O'S

AND BET ecade
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The Portasol Professional
is a completely portable
gas operated heat tool
providing the professional
with a four-in-one
precision instrument. The
unit is adjustable from
l0-60 watts and runs for
up to an hour on a single
fill from standard lighter
refi I I s.

Each Ponasol Professional comes complete
with four interchangable tips.

l)The Soldering lron is the ideal static free
tool for all soldering needs.

2) The Blow Torch operates at a

temperature in excess of 1300C which
makes it the perfect heat tool for heavy

soldering jobs, brazing or silver soldering

3) The Hot Blow is ideal for shrink tubing
and is adjustable up to a temperature of
500c,

4) The Hot Knife cuts and cauterises

synthetic materials and is suitable for
cutting and shaping plastlcs, ropes and is

adjustable up to a temperature of 450C.

The Soldering and Hot Knife tips
use a unique gauze protected
catalytic material to give safe,
flameless combustion. New and
improved exhaust port design
makes for increased heat transfer
efficiency.

Don't delay - send now! For your Portasol
Professional plus FREE "Octopus"
Complete and send your form to: Argus

Speciallst Publications, Reader Offer, Argus

House, Bcundary Way, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts. HP2 7ST. Or telephone your order
stating Access / Barclaycard number on

0442 - 56551. Quoting ROMC/ l.

FREE OCTOPUS
WITH EVERY ORDER

RRP t5.95
The extro hqnds

you're olwoys
needing.

The Octopus has been
designed to give the

professional or hobbyist a

fine, stable working base
that won't slip or wobble under pressure. The base block
can be fixed in moments with its own simple C-clamp and

it features a padded base to protect table surfaces from
marking. Use the Octopus for crafts and model-making,

holding delicate parts under the magnifier for fine
p a i n t w o r k o r t r i c kl 

ij : : n:,'lJ,'.o,:,1 !?H i : .oo' ;l : f, ilt :

PORTASOL PROFESSIONAL PLUS FREE SUPER "OCTOPUS''

FREE
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Autocue underside

O.8" Display for the
AUTOCUE

t/M
lL1-

Autocue Display Board

Some new corrections

20-metre Receiver (January 1990)
On Figure 4, page 56. The polarity of C24 is

not criticalin the way it is placed on the
board, but it could be turned around to agree
with Figure 6 ln Figure 6, C23 top end
should be shown connected to the grou nd
plane as well as pin 4 of IC3 with a cross

Tech Tips (July 1990)
Lighting Control without RFl, Q1 should read
TR1.

The Entertainer (September 1990)
Text relers to adjusting R7, R10 and R23
These should be RV1, RV2 and RV3
respectively as in Figure 2.

Temperature Controller (Au gust 1990)
ln Figure 2 RV1 connections should read
B.AC. from IeIt to right. SW3, Relay and
Neutral connections should be displaced
down by one hole on the board on the right
hand side.
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lnfra lock receiver foil

lnfra lock keypad

4 Channel Recorder
Record/Playback Amp

for one channel
lnfra lock transmitter
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4 Channel Recorder Bias/Erase Oscillator, PSU and Headphone Amp i
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EASY.PC, SCHEMATIC and PCB CAD

NOW DRAWS EVEN FASTER!
o Buns on:-

PC/TUAT/386
CGA EGA VGA.

o Design:-
Single sided,
Double sided and
Multilayer boards.

Provides Surface
Mount support.

Standard output in-
cludes Dot Matrix
printer, Pen Plotter,
Photo-plotter and
N.C. Drill.

1989

mr u ?r! tcl

'r.*i,'

Fast Professional Quality Output at an Affordable Price
or Fax for

Number One Systems Ltd. see us at Desktop CAD Stand 4
REF:ETI, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD, ST.IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS,PEIT 4WR, ENGI-AND.
Telephone: 0480 61778 (6lines) Fax: 0480 494042 AccESS, AMEX, MASTERCARD, VISA Wetcome.

Only
t98.00!

BRITISH

AWARD
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TODAY INTERNATIONAL

Ben Adewole
0442 66551 Ext 250
Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, ASB Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST.

Llneage: '15 words)

i'fJitr'"t)
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts.
All aalvertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subiect to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rale card (available on request).

DO YOU USE TELEPHONE LINES?
CONNECT YOUR EQUIPMENT TO THE TELEPHONE SYSTEM

without th€ cost and delay oftypeapproval.
ACHIEVE THIS BY USING OUR Approved transmit, receive and
hybrid systems for use on P.S.N. (normal dial system), Private circuits,

or Music Programme circuits.
THE LEGAL ECONOMICAL SOLUTION for broadcast signals -Securityalarm signalling- Linking of remotefactorysitesfor PA. -intercom etc.

Call 0268 793381 or Fax 0268 565759 FOR FULL DETAILS

DARTRIDGE
I ELECTRONICS

A, C. PARTRIDGE LTD.

.A & G EZ,EC?'RONNCS N,ID.
ELECTRONIC COI1PONENTS IlAIL OPDER COI1PANY

]1990 CAIIA,IL@GTItr
[S @UT N@W.

a catalogue now md we send you a

O.S' ORANGE DUAL LED DISPLAY

Value € 2.00 absolutely free ! ! !

. FAST SERVICE

. LOWProCES

. LARCE DISCOI,JNTS

SENDArORYOL'RCOPY Offerfora
Refundable with fi6t fidq limited

DO YOU WANT USED
SCOPES .GENERATORS

POWER SUPPLIES
POWER METERS

DVMs ' OSCILLAT0RS
ATTENUATORS

TEST EQUIPMENT
Contact:

COOKE INTERNAf,IONAL
Unit 4, Fordingbridge Site,

Main Road, Barnham
Bognor Regis,

West Sussex PO22 OEB
Tel: 0243 545111

Fax: O243 542457
Wide range ofitems available .F

seno ror llsfs

VOICE/SOUND ACT!VATED
SWITCHES easyto follow diagrams
and uses only t'|.00. Components
and PC.B's available. Herrington, 63
Home Farm Rd, Hanwell, London
W7 1NL.

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER SCIENCE LIMITED
l0MBylo sed,3monlhsWty....e42.00each 428EPROMS.................,........,.......-........E2.50each
5.25'Dis ,0S00....................434.00€ach m2sc2sEPRoMS....................................E3.s0eech
5.5'driw cas6s, lM for driw PSU & fan glo.oo€ach 256K Byb OFAM Mdules, Emd from squip eoJo oeh

oeach 6 .....e1.10oach
6 -12l3.80each** 3 '.':;:f3:::l

BEresttch mod€ pSU 5vr*,*r -rrn,O.., lff[! So rro,l* p,orite tc aocks Eosolo tlt'f.f;[

Prices includs postage. Add 50p (plus VAT)to ordsrs belw C5.00. All items new unless stated
Add 150/o VAT to all prices. Send an SAE for our latest list or for more inlo.

Dept ETl,374 MILTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CB4 1SU
Tel= 0223 4246fJ2 or ()831 43(,496 (Please note, MailOrderonly)

Sanple Our Quality Wth

AFREE
PRINTED CIRCUIT

BOARD
Single/Double Sided Circuits

orPlated Tkough Hole

Wite to:

PAYNE ELECTROPRINT LTD
Marcus Road, Dunkeswell,

Nr Honiton, Devon EXl4 ORA

65()2 STILL GOIN STRONG
Iry our6502A5M macrocrcss-assamblei lt run9 on & 6ssemble9/llnks code ior

,E64,VlC20,Appl6ll,BBC,

Ssnd forour FREE prico list PL19:
all ws ask is a large S.A.E. (32p)

(Overseas U.S. $2 bill)
(Europe - 3 lnternational reply coupons)

sYsTElt DESIGNS (Total Kits):
Focal, KEF Constructoi Series, 6tc.

DRIVE UNITS FOCAL, KEF, Audax,
Cslestion, Coles, Peerless, Seas.

Elac Metal sp€ak, etc

. Al its

CFOSAOVEF NETWOFKS _
Active & Passive Components,

Accessories, Polypropylene Caps.
Expsrt advice viaourenquiry seryice

ELEKIORiKEF PL3Ol
Units, Networks & Components

Full detallstrom
FAI-cON EIECTFOl{ICS

(D.pt. ETI)llbor Hou.q Mulb.rton,
Norrolk NRl4 oJT (0500) 7N272
(ProprletoB: Falcon Acoustics Ltd.)

FM Transmitter Kits
Also a Telephone Bug Oelector Kit

86ady buill FM tr6n66il16. t650 in.luding tul & Packing
TMEE Comm.El.l Klb -W.ds &ck. sl.cllon ot
tundng F$IEG m bEpMmbrt&d&*ordb,

. h c.blogu.,

97 LEIGH RD, ATHERTON, GI. MANCHESTER
Telephone Atherlon (0942) 891140 Mail OrderOnly

PCB Design program V3.fi)
for Amstrad CPC664 I 6128

Many pwerful features, including:

*Double sided layouts *3 text siz€s

*Silkcreenlayer *4padsires
*Texton all layero *5 trackwidths
*Mergefacility *Round/squarepads

All this and more for only f39.99 fully
inclusive. For more details and printout
sample contrct

CADsoft Systems, l8 ky crescent
Tyldesley, Manchester M29 7BD

WE

SURVEILLANCE &
COUNTER

SURVEILLANCE
EQUIPMENT

AND SUPPLY
TOP QUATITY

SURVEILLANCE
AND SECURITY

EQUIPMENT

Brie{cases Bug

CCTV AND SECURITY
SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS

llrile or phone [or a delailed calalogue to:

ESKAN ELECIRONICS tID.
DEPI. EI 172 CALEDONIAN NOAD I.ONDON, NI

071 278 1768E

\

qutomalic Telephone

lecorder, Recording

Detectore

Telephone
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N ATIO
COLLEG
TECHNO

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
KIT tuneable 80-135MH2, 500
metre range, sensitive electret
microphone, high quality PCB,
SPECIAL OFFER complete kit
ONLY S5.95, assembled and ready
to use 89.95 post free. Access/Visa
order telephone 021-411 1821.
Cheques/POs to: Quantek Elec-
tronics Ltd, Kits Dept (ETl), 45A
Station Road, Northf ield, Birming-
ham 831 3TE. S.A.E. for details of
this and other kits.

KITS, PLANS, built units, micro-

05438 71902.

FLATMATE SPEAKER enhanced
electronics kit 849.50 pair. SAE
details: Memex Electronics Ltd, 1

lcknield Close, lckleford, Hitchin,
Herts.

Turn your surplus
transistors, lcs etc, into

cash. lmmediate settlement
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance.

Contact:
COLES HARDING & CO.

103 South Brink
Wisbech, Cambs.

NOW ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Number: 0945 588844

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind generators,
high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-
puter graphics tablet. 1 50 projects.
For catalogue. SAE to Plancentre
Publications, Unit Z Old Wharf
lndustrial Estate, Dymock Road,
Ledbury, Herefordshire, HFlS 2HS.

Start training now forthe following
courses. Send for our brochure -without obligation or Telephone us on

0626 779398 (Rer: Er/11/eo)

Name Telecomms
Tech C&G 271

Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

Micro-
processor

tr !ntroduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 MoorView Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9UN

PACIGGED SHORT COURSES
The National College of Technology (NCT Ltd)
offers a range of packaged short courses in
analogue electronics, digital electronics and fibres
and optoelectronics for study at home or at work.
The advantages are that you may.

- commence at any time- work at your own pace

- have a tutor (optional) and there is no travelling
involved. BTEC certificates are a.r,ailable subject
to the conditions of the award. These highly popular
packed courses contain workbooks, a cassette
tape, circuit board and components necessary to
provide both theoretical and practical training.
Whether you are a newcomer to electronics or have
sorne experience and simply need updating, there
is probably a packaged short course ready for you.
Write or telephone for details, quoting ETI to:

NCT Ltd, Bicester Hall
5 London Road, Bicester, Oxon OX6 7BU

or telephone (0296) 6l:t067 ExL2O2

TF YOU RUN A COURSE THAT WILL
INTEREST ALL ETI READERS

THEN CALL 0442 66551 TODAY

OMNIELECI-RONICS

174 Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EHl6 sDX

Te!:031 6672611
Open: Mon-Thurg 15am-6pm, Fri 9 lsam-spm, Sal

gSoam-spm 
- lg90Catalogue fl 50

Send 2x18p samps for latesl catalogue

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
87193 Dale Street Tel:051 236 0154

4TWhitechapel Tel:051 2365489
Liverpool 2

,TH E E LECTRON ICS SP ECIALI STS'

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

oneof lhelargeslcomponentrelaie6intheUK Fastandelficienl,
same daype60nal seryiceon'lN SToCK ITEMSi Verycompetative

pries. No minimum ordeI Call Cricklewood Eleclronis now.

40 CRICKLEWOOD BROAOWAY, I-01{DON NW2 3ET
Tel: 081.450 09951452 01 61

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
are best seen at

FRASER ELECTRONICS
42 ELM GROVE * SOUTHSEA * HANTS

Telephone (0705) 815584

Barclaycard Access
COMEAND BROWSE BEFOREYOU BUY

ALLPARTS
TV & VIDEO SPARES EMPORIUM

NOWOPEN
Trads and Public Hetail Outlet

FERG VIDEO HEAOS FROM IJOSS . PANASONIC HEADS FROM C1O 95
vtDEo coPY KtTs t5 99 0B SCAHr KlT m 99

FEBG VIDEO LAMP WBE ENDS 4OP ' FEBG VIOEO LAMP WITH PLUG €OP

2OMM A/S FUSES T1 PEB PACKOFTEN

ALLYOUBTV & VIDEO NEEDS HERE IN

DIRECT ELECTRONICS
E LECTRO N ICS CO M PO N E NT S P EC I ALI STS

627ROMFORDRD,
MANORPARK

LONDONEI2sAD
Tel:081-553 ll74

Mon-Sat l0-O pm/Thurs 10-lpm
We slock a large range of TV & Video spares
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ou have proved to us with the soaraway
success of 'The Entertainer' in our

September issue that this in-house piece of
audio electronics is one of the many usefulbut
not commercially available projects you would
certainly like to have. So it comes as no
surprise that two of our projects in tire
December issue will we think, be just as useful
around the house. Firstly a Home Manage-
ment system to control any of those useful
electricalitems that need to be operated with
monotonous regularity, or even programmed
for advanced operation. Just a few examples
are lighting for security, heating and of course,
curtain controlto prevent prying eyes in your
absence. All this from a micro-controlled,
digitalread-out, mains-borne system. And as
if that wasn't enough, the second project
develops your Infra-red security lock featured
this month, by using the same controller to

operate electrical appliances in the same room. Who needs to turn on your electric blanket
by an Infra-red 'zapper' downstairs when you have your electronic House Manager to do it
for you?

Still on the project front, we present the finalpart of the Four-track Cassette Recorder and
a Five-in-one very usefuldevice to monitor changes in mains current without direct electrical
connection.

Plus, the second part in Recording Studio Design, more on High Definition Television and
another Testing Testing.

So make it a date with your newsagent to reserve a copy
and collect on 2nd November.

fhe above articles are in preparation but circumstances may prevent publication

f he October issue of ET[ contained features on Solar Power
I and how our homes can make the best use of available sun-

light and heat, the second part of Microwave uses: past, present
and future and a design feature on Electrostatic Loudspeakers.
High Definition TV started by looking at the real need for an
improved technical quality of television and Mike Bedford
concluded his article on Data Communications. Projects
included, a Surfacb-mount Radio Receiver, a Guitar Pick-up
and a Component Tester. Back numbers are available from
Select Subscriptions - address on contents page.
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BoordVoker is o powerfulsoflwore toolwhich
provides o convenient ond fost method of designing
printed circuit boords, Engineers worldwide hove
discovered thot it provides on unporolleled price
performonce odvontoge over other PC-bosed ond
dedicoted design systems by integroting sophisticoted
grophicol editors ond CAM outputs ot on offordoble
price.

ln the new version V2,23, full
considerotion hos been given to

ollowing designers to continue using their existing
schemotic copture pockoges os o front end to
BoqrdMoker, Even powerfulfocilities such os Top Down
Modificotion, Component renumber ond Bock
Annototion hove been occomodoted to provide
overoll design integrity within the links between your
schemotic pockoge ond BoordMoker.

Equolly, powerfulfeotures ore included to ensure thot
users who do not hove schemotic copture softwore
con toke full odvontoge BoordMoker,

V2,23 of BoordMqker is stillo remorkoble
9295,00 ond includes 3 months free
softwore updotes,

BoordRouter is o new integroted gridless outoroute
module which overcomes the limitotions normolly
ossocioted with outorouting, YOU specify the trock
width, vio size ond design rules for individuol nets,
BoordRouter then routes the boord bosed on these
settings in the some woy you might route it youself
monuolly,

This obility ollows you to outoroute mixed technology
designs (SMD, onologue, digitol, power switching
etc)in ONE PASS while respecting ALI design rules,

No worrying obout
whether trocks willfit

between pins, lf the trocks widths ond cleoronces
ollow, BoordRouter will outomoticolly ploce 1,2 or
even 3 trocks between pins.

You con freely pre-route
ony trocks monuolly using

BoordMoker prior to outorouting, Whilst outorouting
you con pon ond zoom to inspect the routes ploced,
interrupt it, monuolly modify the loyout qnd resume
outorouting,

BoordMoker ond
BoordRouter ore priced
ot 0295.00 eoch. As o

speciol introductory otfer, they con be
bought logether for only 9495.00
which puls sophisticqied PCB CAD
sottwore within ihe reoch of oll
engineers. This price includes 3
months free sottwore updotes ond full
telephone lechnicql support.

Don't just toke our word for it. Coll us
todoy for o FREE Evoluqtion Pock ond
judge it for yourself,

Tsien (UK) Limited
Cambridge Research Laboratories
1 81A Huntingdon Road
Cambridge CB3 0DJ
Tel 0223 277777
Fax 0223 277747

Full analogue, digital and SM support - ground
and power planes - 45 degree, arced and any
angle tracks with futl net-based Design Rule

I Net list input from OTCAD, Schema, etcr Top down modification
I Foruvard and back annotation

r PostScript output
I SMD support
I Effortless manual routing

tsien




